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Abstract
When a solid crystalline material forms, such as a nanoparticle, this process starts with a
nucleation reaction, where a handful of atoms come together to form a cluster of atoms.
Understanding and controlling this nucleation process and the subsequent particle growth,
is essential in materials science. Though, it has been challenging to directly observe the
nucleation process experimentally, due to the short space and time scales involved. In
this thesis, we demonstrate observing the initial steps of sub-nm Pt clusters nucleating
from individual Pt atoms dispersed in ionic liquid. We observe the nucleation at atomic
scale by using scanning transmission electron microscopy to study Pt deposited into
suspended nanofilms and carbon-supported nanodroplets of the ionic liquid 1-butyl-3methyl imidazolium chloride. The nucleation is hard to induce and rarely observed in the
suspended films due to the high energy barrier of homogeneous nucleation. In contrast,
nucleation is easily induced in supported nanodroplets, as the Pt heterogeneously nucleates
on the ionic liquid-carbon film interface. By using neural-network image denoising, we
can minimise the electron beam dose required to interpret the structure of the nucleating
clusters. The Pt atoms first nucleate into few-atom clusters, which then either redissolve,
or coalesce and grow into cluster agglomerates or nanoparticles. Among the sub-nm
clusters we often find close-packed crystalline structures, in particular face-centred cubic
(fcc) based structures, such as cuboids and cuboctahedrons. These crystalline clusters can
be stabilised above 300°C on a carbon surface without liquid. Though, in liquid they they
appear only as brief metastable states during the nucleation reactions, as no long-term
stability has been observed until the particles grew above 1 nm in size. Ultimately, our
results show that the nucleation pathways of nanoparticles are not just determined by
the local chemical environment, but are also influenced by the size and structure of the
initially formed clusters.
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Zusammenfassung
Wenn sich ein festes, kristallines Material bildet, wie z.B. ein Nanopartikel, beginnt
dieser Prozess mit einer Keimbildungsreaktion, bei der sich eine Handvoll Atome zu
einem Atomcluster zusammenfinden. Das Verständnis und die Kontrolle dieses Keimbildungsprozesses und des anschliessenden Partikelwachstums sind in der Materialwissenschaft von entscheidender Bedeutung. Allerdings war es bisher eine Herausforderung,
den Keimbildungsprozess aufgrund der kurzen Raum- und Zeitskalen direkt experimentell
zu beobachten. In dieser Dissertation demonstrieren wir die Beobachtung der ersten
Schritte der Bildung der sub-nm Pt-Cluster aus einzelnen Pt-Atomen, die in einer ionischen
Flüssigkeit dispergiert sind. Mithilfe der Rastertransmissionselektronenmikroskopie untersuchen wir die Keimbildung von Pt, welches in suspendierten Nanofilmen sowie kohlenstoffgestützten Nanotröpfchen der ionischen Flüssigkeit 1-Butyl-3-methylimidazoliumchlorid
abgeschieden wurde. Die Keimbildung ist in den freistehenden Filmen schwer zu induzieren und wird aufgrund der hohen Energiebarriere der homogenen Keimbildung selten
beobachtet. Im Gegensatz dazu lässt sich die Keimbildung in auf einem Substrat liegenden Nanotröpfchen leicht induziert, da Pt Nanoteilchen heterogen an der Grenzfläche
zwischen der ionischem Flüssigkeit und dem Kohlenstofffilm gebildet werden. Durch
Entrauschung der stark verrauschten Bilder mittels neuronaler Netze können wir die
Elektronenstrahldosis minimieren, die zur Interpretation der Struktur der nukleierenden
Cluster erforderlich ist. Die Pt-Atome bilden zunächst Cluster mit wenigen Atomen, die
sich dann entweder wieder auflösen oder zusammenwachsen und Clusteragglomeraten
oder Nanopartikeln formen. Unter den sub-nm Clustern finden wir häufig dicht gepackte
kristalline Strukturen, insbesondere kubisch flächenzentrierte (fcc) Strukturen, wie Quader
und Kuboktaeder. Diese kristallinen Cluster können oberhalb von 300°C ohne Flüssigkeit
auf einer Kohlenstoffoberfläche stabilisiert werden. In Flüssigkeiten erscheinen sie jedoch
nur als kurzzeitige metastabile Zustände während der Keimbildungsreaktionen, da keine
Langzeitstabilität beobachtet werden konnte, bis die Partikel über 1 nm gross wurden.
Letztlich zeigen unsere Ergebnisse, dass sowohl die lokale chemische Umgebung die Nukleationswege der Nanopartikel bestimmen, als auch die Grösse und Struktur der anfänglich
gebildeten Cluster.
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Chapter 1

Introduction & background

This project has focused on directly observing, at atomic resolution, the nucleation of
solid matter from individual atoms dispersed in liquid. The initial steps of the nucleation
process are not very well understood as they are challenging to observe due to the small
length scale (sub-nm) and short time scale (sub-second) involved. Nucleation reactions
play a fundamental role in a vast variety of natural processes, such as the formation of
snow and ice,1 and nautilus shells.2 The nucleation process is essential to materials science
as the formation of almost all solid crystalline materials starts with such a nucleation
reaction, where a handful of atoms come together to form the initial crystal seed, which
then grows to a larger crystal. Thus, engineering nucleation is essential for a vast amount
of industrial processes, for example drug manufacturing3 and metallurgy. When metals
solidify from a melt and form a grained microstructure, the grain formation starts with a
liquid-to-solid nucleation reaction, and thus the density of nuclei determines the size of the
grains after solidification.4 Furthermore, solid-state nucleation determines the formation of
precipitate particles that are essential in engineering the mechanical properties of alloys.5,6
In particular, for the synthesis of nanoparticles, nucleation is instead initiated by precursor
molecules reacting in a liquid solvent (e.g. water or ethanol). Thus, understanding and
controlling the process of nucleation is essential for the synthesis and manufacturing of
most material systems, and especially when synthesising any nanomaterial. Therefore,
the knowledge obtained from direct experimental observation of atomic-scale nucleation
reactions would enable the development of more robust fundamental modelling of nucleation
theory, improved possibilities for a better-controlled synthesis of existing nanomaterials,
and new possibilities for the rational bottom-up design of novel nanomaterials.
So, to observe the nucleation of solids at sufficient length and time scales, we use
aberration-corrected scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM), which has been
optimised for high frame rate imaging, for recording the atomic dynamics of cluster
formation. The quantitative contrast of STEM can enable interpretation of the 3D
structure of small clusters,7 and if we can provoke nucleation reactions within a suitable
1
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temporal resolution, STEM should enable us to record atom-by-atom how the nuclei form.
Our model liquid-phase nucleation system is Pt in ionic liquid, as for heavy noble metal
such as Pt or Au, individual atoms can be seen by STEM even through samples of tens
of nm of lighter elements (e.g. ionic liquids). The nucleation and growth of Pt and Au,
in particular, has been studied extensively, as these noble metals are in widespread use
as catalysts for chemical reactions. However, due to their high material cost, research
has focused on minimising the site of the metal particles, down to the low nanoscale, to
maximise the active catalyst surface area.8,9,10 Better understanding and control of the
nucleation process is needed to make even smaller nanocatalysts.
For Pt, the importance of understanding the structure of its clusters goes beyond
crystal nucleation. Nanoparticles and clusters of Pt are used as catalysts in numerous
chemical reactions, such as oxidative dehydrogenation of propane,11 chemical conversion
of methane,12 styrene hydrogenation,13 electrooxidation of CO,14 hydrogen evolution
reaction,15 and catalytic conversion of car exhaust. The catalytic activity of small Pt
clusters increases with decreasing cluster size due to the large fraction of low-coordinated
surface atoms.12,13,14,16 Therefore, research has aimed at understanding structure and
properties of single site catalysts of sub-nm Pt clusters, and it is essential to control the
nucleation process to reproducibly create such catalyst clusters.11,13,14,15
Here in chapter 1, I introduce the challenges of studying and understanding nucleation.
In particular, how nucleation has conventionally been modelled by the Classical Nucleation
Theory (CNT). Chapter 2 is focused on the techniques we have used and developed to
study nucleation. Specifically, how the quantitative contrast of STEM enables detailed
characterisation of atomic clusters as they nucleate. Additionally, how advanced image
denoising has enabled restoring the quantitative contrast from noisy STEM videos acquired
at high frame rates with a low electron beam dose, to minimise the effect of observation
during the nucleation experiment. In chapter 3, we study sub-nm sized clusters on a
carbon surface. Here, the clusters do not nucleate in-situ, but are formed by plasma
sputtering Pt onto the carbon support film. We stabilise the clusters by heating, enabling
us to precisely identify their 3D-structure from the quantitative contrast, and to compare
the stability of different cluster structures. In chapter 4, we take what we have learnt
from studying Pt on carbon and apply it to studying Pt sputtered into ionic liquid. Here
we make nanoscale volumes (e.g. nanodroplets) of ionic liquid with a high density of
monoatomic Pt. When these nanodroplets are filmed, the STEM electron beam irradiation
causes the Pt to nucleate clusters. We can thus start studying the atom-by-atom growth
trajectories of clusters nucleating from a dispersion of single atoms, and work to bridge
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the gap between experiments and theoretical modelling of nucleation.

1.1

Classical nucleation theory

At the nanoscale, most solids naturally form as crystalline materials. The crystalline
stacking of atoms maximises the coordination of nearest-neighbour atoms giving a higher
density, and thus lower potential energy per atom, compared to disordered solids. In CNT
it is assumed that these crystals start forming as approximately spherical metastable
nuclei, which continuously form and dissolve in a supersaturation solution of precursors.
The Gibbs free energy (∆G) of such a spherical nucleus is given by its surface free energy
(∆Gsurf , increasing with size), and the volume free energy (∆Gvol , decreasing with size):17,18
2

∆G = ∆Gsurf + ∆Gvol = (4πR γ) +



4 3
πR
3



kB T · ln S
−
Vm



(1.1)

where R is the radius of the nucleus, γ is the surface energy, T is the temperature, kB is
the Boltzmann’s constant, S is the supersaturation of the solution, and Vm is the molar
volume of the nucleus. Given a positive γ in equation 1.1, ∆Gsurf is always positive
and ∆Gvol is always negative, as shown in figure 1.1b. This means that as the initial
pre-nucleation clusters forms and grows larger, it is unstable and likely to dissolve, up until
a critical threshold radius Rcrit , from which the particle becomes increasingly stable as it
grows. This critical radius can be found from finding the maximum of ∆G in equation
1.1, by solving d∆G/dR = 0, which gives a critical energy (∆Gcrit ) and critical radius:
4
2
∆Gcrit = πγRcrit
3

Rcrit =

−2γ
−2γVm
=
∆Gvol
kB T · ln S

(1.2)

(1.3)

These two equations give the energy barrier that a metastable pre-nucleation cluster
has to overcome to form a stable nanoparticle, whereas clusters smaller than the critical
size (Rcrit ) are expected to be unstable and thus dissolve back into the liquid. For many
materials, such as Pt or Au, the size of the smallest stable nanoparticles is about 1-1.5
nm (ca 50-100 atoms), but even smaller particles can be stabilised at higher temperatures
or by adding molecules interacting with the surface of the clusters.19,20,21
Furthermore, the nucleation rate (N particles forming during time t) can be modelled
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from equations 1.2 and 1.3 as an Arrhenius equation:
dN
= A exp
dt



∆Gcrit
−
kB T




= A exp

16πγ 3 Vm2
−
3(kB T )3 (ln S)2



(1.4)

where A is a pre-exponential factor. From equation 1.4 it is clear that the nucleation
rate is sensitive to small changes in temperature, supersaturation and surface energy, as
increasing T or S, or reducing γ can increase the nucleation rate by orders of magnitude.22
Above, it has been assumed that the nucleus forms in a pure liquid phase, meaning
homogeneous nucleation. In contrast, when there is a pre-existing solid surface for the
nucleus to form on (heterogeneous nucleation), a significant part of the nucleus has a
solid-solid interface between the solid nucleus and the pre-existing solid, with a lower
energy than the solid-liquid interface between the solid nucleus and the liquid phase. This
reduction in surface energy leads to a reduction in the nucleation barrier, and therefore an
increase in nucleation rate of heterogeneous nucleation (∆Ghet in figure 1.1b), compared
to homogeneous nucleation (∆Ghom ).23 The geometry of such a heterogeneous nucleus
can be modelled like a liquid droplet wetting a surface, which gives a reduction in the
energy barrier of heterogeneous nucleation (∆Ghet
crit ) compared to homogeneous nucleation
(∆Ghomo
crit ) depending on the wetting angle θ:
homo 1
∆Ghet
(2 + cos θ)(1 − cos θ)2
crit = ∆Gcrit
4

(1.5)

We here assume that the nucleus is approximately shaped like a spherical dome, where
the wetting angle is given by equation 1.6, and volume is given by equation 1.7:
 
h
r

(1.6)

πh 2
(3r + h2 )
6

(1.7)

θ = 2 tan

V =

−1

Here, h is the height of the droplet up from the surface, and r is the radius of the spherical
area of the droplet-surface interface, as shown in figure 1.1c.
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Figure 1.1: a) The nucleation pathways are not straightforward, but many different
mechanisms can contribute to form the solid material. In our experiments we have
observed first few-atom clusters to form, which grow and coalesce to either disordered
cluster agglomerates on a pre-existing surface, or spherical particles moving more freely in
liquid. Though, many particles and clusters also dissolve during nucleation. See more
in chapter 4. b) Gibbs free energy (∆G) diagram of a nucleating cluster according to
CNT. The presence of a pre-existing solid surface to initiate the nucleation lowers the
energy barrier in the case of heterogeneous nucleation (∆Ghet ), compared to homogeneous
nucleation (∆Ghom ) without a pre-existing surface. c) In the case of heterogeneous
nucleation the shape of the nucleus is not spherical, but is assumed to be more like a
water droplet wetting a surface. We can approximate such a droplet as a 3D spherical
dome, where the wetting angle (θ) is given by the tangent of the dome (equation 1.6),
and the volume given by equation 1.7. The figure is modified from our article.24
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Ostwald ripening and coalescence

From equation 1.1 we know that particles that have overcome the nucleation barrier and
formed a stable nanoparticle, become increasingly stable as they grow in size, as their
lower surface-to-volume ratio gives a lower free energy (figure 1.1b). If we then compare
the Gibbs free energy of a particle with an arbitrary radius (G(R)) with an infinitely large
particle (i.e. bulk solid, G(∞)) we get:25,26
Z
∆G(R) = G(R) − G(∞) =

2γ/R

Vm (p)dp ≈
0

2γVm
R

(1.8)

where p is the internal pressure of the particle. Given a positive γ in equation 1.8,
d∆G(R)/dR is always negative for any value of R. This means that no matter the size
difference of particles, there is a driving force for smaller particles to combine to grow into
a larger particle. This happens largely through two growth mechanisms, coalescence and
Ostwald ripening. Coalescence is when two particles merge together after coming into
contact, with surface atoms migrating along the surface from one to the other. Ostwald
ripening happens due to the difference in surface energy of particles of different sizes,
where the surface atoms of the smaller particle have a higher energy than the surface
atoms of the larger particle, causing an atom-by-atom migration from the smaller particle
to the larger particle. Once these growth mechanisms start, the size discrepancy increases,
and thus also the driving force, meaning the growth process would be expected to continue
until the smaller particle is fully consumed by the larger. However, as we will see in section
4.6, this is not necessarily the case. Indeed, there are a variety of different competing
nanoparticle growth mechanisms.27,28

1.3

Beyond CNT - towards direct observation of nucleation

Despite the aforementioned importance of nucleation in the synthesis of nanomaterials,
such synthesis is currently not based on a bottom-up understanding of nucleation and
growth, but is instead based on intuition and trial-and-error. The reason for this is that
theoretical models, such as CNT, can only qualitatively model nucleation-type phase
transitions, but fail by many orders of magnitude at modelling observable quantities such
as nucleation rates.4,29,30,31
Major limitations of CNT are that it is a continuum theory that assumes a spherical
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nucleus, while in reality a cluster is formed by a discrete number of atoms, and can often
be highly non-spherical. The idea of different surface and volume energies is invalid during
nucleation while the cluster is still at the sub-nm scale, as one can consider every atom
of the cluster to be a high-energy surface state. To model the energy of such clusters,
every individual atomic site needs to be considered. A real nucleation process would not
have a continuous nucleation barrier, but rather a nucleation pathway of many steps as
individual atoms get added to the cluster one-by-one, changing the energy of the cluster
in discrete steps.
More recent nucleation modelling considers the dynamics of discrete atoms in cluster
formation, by using Molecular Dynamics and Density Functional Theory (DFT) calculations.29,32 Such simulations can generate a large variety of hypothetical clusters and
suggest many competing growth pathways.33,34,35,36,37 However, there is little experimental
data that tests these predicted clusters or growth pathways. Some experimental data
comes from indirect observations in cluster beam experiments (in vacuum),38,39,40,41 or
ligand-stabilised chemically synthesised clusters.42,43,44,45 Though, these approaches can
only provide limited information about the structure and properties of certain clusters,
and cannot directly observe the nucleation process in-situ.

Chapter 2

Methods

As it is challenging to directly study sub-nm clusters at atomic resolution, we use scanning
transmission electron microscopy due to its high sensitivity for detecting individual heavy
metal atoms. The quantitative contrast in STEM images also allows for reconstructing
the 3D-structure of atomic clusters, giving a unique possibility of directly observing how
the clusters are forming atom-by-atom, which no other experimental technique can see.
Though, due to the unstable and dynamic nature of the clusters, even more so when put
in a liquid phase, it is essential to reduce the electron beam dose while maintaining a high
recording frame rate, resulting in noisy raw data. Therefore, we have also put a large
effort into developing image processing algorithms, to restore the quantitative STEM
contrast from the noisy data, and enable 3D-reconstruction of the cluster structure.

2.1

Scanning transmission electron microscopy

Ever since Renaissance scientists started exploring the microscopic world with light
microscopes, they have continuously developed to see increasingly finer details of nature.
Though, it was realised by Abbe46 that the smallest resolvable details (d) in microscopes
were limited by the wavelength (λ) of the illuminating light, as per the diffraction limit:
d=

λ
2N A

(2.1)

where N A is the numerical aperture. This means that optical microscopes using visible
light were diffraction-limited, unable to see features smaller than ca 100 nm. As quantum
mechanics developed in the early 20th century, de Broglie47 discovered that also massive
particles in a charged particle beam could be treated as waves, through the wave-particle
duality, giving a wavelength (and relativistic wavelength in equation 2.3):
λ=

h
m0 v
8

(2.2)
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λ= s

h


eV
2m0 eV 1 +
m0 c2

(2.3)

where h is the Planck constant, m0 is the electron mass, v is the velocity, e is the electron
charge, V is the acceleration voltage, and c is the speed of light. Thus the diffraction limit
of light microscopes can be surpassed by using electrons, as the wavelength of electrons in
an electron beam can be reduced by increasing the acceleration voltage of the electron
beam. This inspired the development of the first TEM, which was first realised by Ruska
and Knoll in 1931.48 The first S(T)EM followed shortly after in 1938, but was not very
useful at this time.49 As a typical acceleration voltage of 300 kV gives, from equation 2.3, an
electron wavelength of 2 pm, TEMs shortly after surpassed light microscopes in resolution.
However, STEM required the addition of field-emission guns in the 1969,50 giving a more
coherent and higher brightness electron beam, which enabled seeing individual heavy
metal atoms in annular dark-field (ADF)-STEM.51 Since then electron microscopes have
been invaluable for highly versatile atomic and nanoscale imaging of nearly any type of
solid material (and more recently even liquids), and Ruska later received the Nobel Prize
in Physics in 1986.
The general concept of TEMs is analogous to transmission light microscopes, in that
a beam passes through a transparent sample, to form an image. The main differences
are due to the electron beam, which scatters much more strongly when interacting with
matter, compared to a beam of light. Therefore, a column with a high vacuum is needed
(typically 10−5 − 10−9 Pa), to allow electrons passing a distance of ca 2 meters (from the
gun to the detectors) unhindered through the column. Such a vacuum column can be seen
in figure 2.1a of the FEI Titan Themis, that has been used in this project. This vacuum
column is pumped by turbo-, ion- and cryopumps. Nowadays, a Schottky field emission
or a cold field emission gun is used to generate the electron beam, as these give a beam
with high brightness and low energy spread (∼1 eV). In Schottky field emission guns, the
electron beam is emitted from an extremely sharp electrochemically etched ZrO coated
W needle, and accelerated to a suitably short wavelength with a high voltage (typically
60 − 300 kV). In a TEM, in contrast to a light microscope, the electron beam cannot be
refracted by a glass lens. Instead, electromagnetic (or electrostatic) lenses are used, which
are copper coils wrapped around a soft-iron core, creating a magnetic field that focuses
the electron beam by the Lorentz force:
F = q(E + v × B)

(2.4)
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where F is the force upon an electron, q is the electron charge, E is the electric field
accelerating the electron, v is the velocity of the electron, and B is the magnetic field.
In electrostatic lenses (e.g. gun lens), the E field is also used to focus the beam. The
direction of the vectors is given by the right-hand rule, and makes the electrons spiral
through the lens in a helical trajectory. This magnetic field is generated by copper-coil
electromagnets constructed radial-symmetrically around the beam, where the field is led
by soft magnetic materials into polepieces separated by a short distance, thus creating
a high magnetic field. This makes the electromagnetic lens work similar to a convex
glass lens. Though, in contrast to such lenses, where the focus is changed by moving the
lens up or down, for electromagnetic lenses, the focus is precisely adjusted by changing
the current through the electromagnets, changing the magnetic field strength. However,
it is not possible to build coiled-wire lenses with optically perfect magnetic fields, as
even a perfectly homogeneous axially symmetric magnetic field distorts the beam with
geometrical aberrations (mainly spherical aberration).52 This means that electrons passing
through further from the centre of the lens get focused at a shorter distance than electrons
closer to the centre of the lens. Additionally, as there is an energy spread in the electrons
emitted from the electron gun, electrons with a lower energy get focused more strongly
than higher-energy electrons owing to the chromatic aberration. Due to this, the beam
gets passed through apertures that block the least coherent electrons, and also determine
the convergence angle of the beam. The ray diagram for how the optics is set up in STEM
mode, is shown in figure 2.1b. The beam is shaped into a coherent beam by 2-3 condenser
lenses, and is ultimately focused by the objective lens into a narrow probe striking the
sample (which is inserted into the objective lens). In the condenser system, there are two
sets of electromagnetic scan coils, which tilt and shift the beam before it hits the sample.
As many electrons get absorbed and scattered when passing through the sample material,
very thin samples are needed for high-quality imaging, typically thinner than 100 nm.
As electron microscopes use very short wavelengths, they are not diffraction-limited,
in contrast to light microscopes, but were historically limited by mechanical and electrical
instabilities. Though as construction and electronics improved, it was clear that electron
microscopes were inherently limited by the aforementioned imperfections in the electromagnetic lenses.53 These aberrations have only in more recent years been handled with
aberration correctors,54,55,56 which has enabled a resolution in modern TEMs of ca 0.5
Å, giving reliable atomic resolution imaging.57 The current limitation is no longer one of
electron optics, but rather thermal fluctuations in the magnetic field from the column.58
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Figure 2.1: a) The FEI Titan Themis used in these experiments, with a Schottky field
emission gun (XFEG, energy spread <1 eV), an acceleration voltage of 80-300 kV, and
equipped with a CEOS probe-corrector. b) Ray diagram illustrating the principle of
scanning transmission electron microscopy. An electron beam is emitted from an electron
gun by an anode, then accelerated to the nominal electron energy, and focused into a sharp
probe with a set of condenser lenses, while the most aberrant electrons get blocked as the
beam passes through the condenser aperture. Below the condenser system is the aberration
corrector, which corrects for the aberrations in the condenser lenses. Below the corrector
are the scan coils, which are used for raster scanning the focused beam horizontally on
the sample. The sample is inserted into the objective lens, which does the final focusing
of the beam into a sub-Å sized probe. After passing through the sample, electrons hit one
or more of the BF-, ADF-, or HAADF-detectors, depending on whether the electrons are
respectively scattered to a low angle (<10 mrad) from the optical axis, intermediate angle
(10-50 mrad), or high angle (>50 mrad). c) If we look at the sharply focused electron
beam probe at the point where it hits the sample, there are two factors that have an
important influence on the image formation. Firstly, the approximately Gaussian electron
density over a cross section of the beam, gives the shape of how individual atoms look in
a STEM image. Secondly, the depth of field gives the height (along the optical axis) of
the sample that is in focus.

2.2

HAADF-STEM and its quantitative Z-contrast

In STEM mode, the image is formed by the beam being raster scanned over an area of the
sample by using the scan coils, and one or more detectors below the sample gather a signal
for each pixel in the scan. In contrast to conventional TEM, in STEM the magnification
is given by scan step size, not by the image being magnified by lenses. There are normally
three detectors set to collect electrons scattered to different angles out from the optical
axis, as shown in figure 2.1b. The vast majority of electrons are forward scattered at
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low angles and detected by the central bright-field (BF) disk detector (typically has the
diameter of the beam convergence angle), while increasingly fewer electrons are scattered
to higher angles and collected at the annular dark-field (ADF, 10-50 mrad) and high-angle
annular dark-field detectors (HAADF, >50 mrad). Nowadays, it is also getting common
to use a high-speed pixelated detector capturing all the electrons to collect the entire
diffraction pattern in each pixel of the spatial image (4D-STEM),59 instead of using these
three detectors. The angular spread of scattered electrons onto the detectors can be
adjusted by changing the strength of a projector lens below the sample (’camera length’).
The reason why we want to form different images from electrons scattered to different
angles, is that as electrons pass through an atom, they interact through Coulomb forces,
both causing repulsion between the negatively charged electrons in the electron beam
and the electron cloud of the atom, and attraction between the electron beam electrons
and the positively charged nucleus. Electrons scattered to a low angle interact with both
the nucleus and the electron cloud of the atom, while electrons scattered to a high angle
mainly interact strongly with the nucleus of the atoms. This results in different contrast
in images collected at different angles. To explain this, we have to look at the intensity of
scattered electrons as a function of the (semi-)angle out from the optical axis (θ), which
is proportional to the (Rutherford) differential elastic scattering cross section:60
δσ(θ)
≈ |f (θ)|2
δΩ

(2.5)

where σ is the scattering cross-section, and Ω is the solid angle. The atomic scattering
factor, f (θ), is given by:


2

1
E0
λ
f (θ) = 2
1+
Z − X(θ)
2
8π a0
m0 c
sin θ/2

(2.6)

where E0 (= eV in equation 2.3) is the electron energy, a0 is the Bohr radius, X(θ) is the
scattering factor for X-rays in electron units (electron beam electrons elastically scattering
through the electron cloud of the atoms), and Z is the atomic number of the atom (giving
the contribution from Rutherford scattering). In these formulas, we only consider the
elastic scattering of electrons, which is not a very good assumption since a significant
fraction of electrons loses energy to transfer momentum to atoms and atomic electrons, or
generate bremsstrahlung X-rays. However, these lower-energy electrons scatter to a very
small angle (detectable with electron energy loss spectroscopy, EELS), so this does not
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change the overall conclusion from equations 2.5 and 2.6:

δσ(θ)
≈ |f (θ)|2 ∝ Z − X(θ)
δΩ

(2.7)

Here, the Z term accounts for the interaction with the nucleus, and the X(θ) term is for
the interaction with the electron cloud. Due to the angular dependence, BF-STEM (at low
angles) has a large contribution from X(θ), which maintains its phase relation. Therefore,
the contrast in a BF-STEM image is similar to the phase contrast of a conventional TEM
image.
Meanwhile, at high angles, the Z term dominates, and the image contrast is highly
dependent on the atomic number (Z ∼2 ). This means that atoms of heavy metals such as
Pt (Z=78) and Au (Z=79) are about 2 orders of magnitude brighter than atoms of C
(Z=6) and other neighbouring light elements. This enables us to use HAADF-STEM to
easily see even individual heavy metal atoms among tens of nanometers thickness of carbon
and ionic liquid. The wide angular range of the HAADF-detector makes it equivalent to
using a large incoherent illuminating source in conventional TEM (due to the principle of
reciprocity).61,62 This makes the sample essentially self-luminous, meaning every atom
in the sample scatters the incident probe in proportion to its atomic scattering cross
section, giving an image without the coherent interference effects of conventional TEM.63
Therefore, the Z-contrast is in good approximation linearly additive with additional atoms
stacked in a column, up to at least 10 atoms,64,65 meaning that by detailed analysis of the
quantitative image intensity, one can start determining the 3D structure of sub-nm clusters.
We can see this in figure 2.3, and will come back to this possibility of 3D reconstruction
from Z-contrast in chapters 3.26 and 5.4. Finally, as ADF-STEM collects signals from
intermediate angles it gives a dark-field image, which also can have a contribution of the
BF phase contrast (depending on camera length). Though, due to the useful properties of
the quantitative Z-contrast, we only rely on HAADF-STEM in this project and not lower
angle ADF- or BF-STEM.
To interpret STEM images, we have to consider the geometry of the electron beam
probe. Firstly, the resolution limit is given by the width of the probe at its narrowest
as it is focused on the sample (plane of least confusion, see figure 2.1c).66 This means
that to image individual atoms in a nucleating cluster with multiple pixels across the
atom, the electron beam has to be far narrower than the typical interatomic distance
of the material (e.g. Pt has a typical interatomic distance of ca 270 pm). Many factors
contribute to limit the narrowness of the probe. Some of the most significant contributions
are dependent on the convergence angle (α) of the probe, such as the diffraction limit,
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spherical aberration, chromatic aberration, and the electron source, as shown in figure 2.2.
As the convergence angle is defined by the beam passing through an aperture, diffraction
results in the electron density through a cross-section of the focused beam, forming an
Airy pattern. The radius of the first zero of the Airy pattern (δD ) can be used to define
the diffraction limit on the electron probe (equivalent to equation 2.1):
δD = 0.61

λ
α

(2.8)

When the geometrical aberrations are sufficiently corrected, this profile is strongly dominated by the central Gaussian-like peak. As this approximately Gaussian-like profile is
scanned across sub-pixel sized nuclei, in a STEM image, the shape of an individual atom is
then Gaussian-like. Considering that, we are not actually creating an image of the electron
density of an atom, but rather an image of the electron density of the probe in each atom.
Spherical aberration comes from the imperfect geometry of the electromagnetic field from
the lenses, causing electrons passing through further from the center of the lens to be
focused at a shorter distance from the lens, than electrons passing closer to the center
of the lens. Therefore, at the narrowest point of focus of a spherical aberration-limited
probe, the disk of least confusion, with a radius δS , is given by:
1
δS = C 3 α 3
4

(2.9)

Where C3 is the spherical aberration constant of the lens. However, this contribution is
largely cancelled in modern TEMs such as the Titan used in this project. The effect from
chromatic aberration originates from the energy spread (∆E) of electrons emitted from
the gun. As electrons with a higher energy get focused at a distance further away from the
lens, than electrons with a lower energy (illustrated in figure 2.1c), this causes a similar
effect to spherical aberration, and the radius of the disk of least confusion is given by:
δC = C C α

∆E
E0

(2.10)

Where CC is the chromatic aberration constant of the lens. This effect of chromatic
aberration can be reduced by using a monochromator or a CC -corrector. So far we
have assumed the beam emitted from the gun to be infinitely small, however due to the
finite size of the electron source, there is an additional contribution. The source can be
described as a Gaussian function with a full-width-half-maximum of δgeo , which depends
on the brightness and geometrical sharpness of the source, and its demagnification in the
condenser lens system. In total, a way to estimate the width of the electron probe from
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the combined effect of these four aforementioned contributions, would be the geometrical
mean of these:
δ=

q

2
2
δD
+ δS2 + δC2 + δgeo

(2.11)

However, this is not a good representation of the probe, since these contributions are
interrelated and not directly comparable. More importantly, this description rather shows
how the different contributions together affect the probe (figure 2.2), depending on the
convergence angle α with different exponents. This means that in reality a compromise
between the different contributions must be optimised, and realistically the smallest
achievable width of the probe with current state-of-the-art microscopes is ca 40 pm.67

Figure 2.2: Contributions to the STEM probe from the diffraction limit (δD ), spherical
aberration (δS ), chromatic aberration (δC ), and effective source diameter (δgeo ), depending
on the convergence angle (α), from equations 2.8, 2.9 and 2.10. CC = CS = 1 mm, δgeo =
50 pm, ∆E = 1 eV, E0 = 300 keV, and λ = 2 pm. Reproduced from Erni.66
Now, due to lingering aberrations (mainly chromatic aberration for the Titan microscope used here), in the region of the beam where it is most sharply focused, there is
no single, best-focused plane of least confusion, but rather a cylinder where the beam is
approximately of the same sharpness. The height of this cylinder gives the depth of field
(see figure 2.1c), meaning a volume of the sample with a thickness equal to the depth
of field, will be simultaneously in focus and dominate the image intensity. The effective
depth of field, ∆eff , depends largely on the convergence angle of the probe and chromatic
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aberration, and can be approximated from the experimental microscope parameters:66
s
∆eff ≈

λ
α2

2



∆E
+ CC
E0

2

(2.12)

where an electron energy E0 = 300 keV, gives an electron wavelength λ = 2 pm (equation
2.3). Furthermore, assuming a convergence angle α = 18 mrad, chromatic aberration
CC = 1 mm and energy spread ∆E = 1 eV, we get ∆eff ≈ 7 nm. These are microscope
parameters that were used for the nucleation experiments in ionic liquid nanodroplets,
which we will come back to in chapter 4.

2.3

STEM image simulation

We have for most of this work done the STEM image simulations by using an in-house
frozen-phonon multislice code.68 Such multislice simulations are based on calculating the
electron wave propagation of the electron beam through a model of the sample consisting of
3D atomic potentials. This model is sliced into sections thin enough to be considered phase
objects, meaning only the phase of the incident wave gets modified (actually, depending on
the scattering factor used), and the wave propagation is then calculated through the slices
one-by-one. A detailed explanation for the multislice method is given by Kirkland.69 For
the neural network-based denoising in section 2.5 and image interpretation in chapter 5,
millions of simulated images are needed as training data. Due to the high computational
cost of generating these by multislice simulations, we then approximate the simulated
images by a superposition of Gaussian peaks for individual atoms (section C), which is
computationally far cheaper. This approximation is valid due to the STEM contrast being
linearly additive for sub-nm thin samples..64,65 In figure 2.3, the multislice and Gaussian
images (figures 2.3b-c) are nearly identical, with both showing a clear contrast between
columns of 1, 2 and 3 atoms.

2.4

In-situ techniques

We have in this project been using the Protochips Fusion in-situ heating system for TEMs.
This system consists of a heating sample holder (figure 2.4a) which is connected to an
external power supply used for resistive heating of the sample. The sample gets put onto
the electron-transparent heating area of the heating chip (seen as the bright square in the
center of figure 2.4c) which sits on the tip of the holder. During a heating experiment,
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Figure 2.3: Comparison of an experimental image and simulated model of a Pt22 fcc
truncated cuboid. In this 110 orientation, the cluster shows three types of peaks with
increasing brightness: one atom (4 corners), two atoms (3 center peaks), and 3 atoms
(4 center top and bottom peaks). a) Denoised experimental image. b) Frozen-phonon
multislice simulated image. c) Gaussian simulated image. d) Atomic model.
only the thin film in the heating area gets resistively heated, which due to its low volume
can be heated at very high heating rate of 106 °C/s up to 1200°C. This causes thermal
expansion of the support film, and a high rate of sample drift in the minutes following
a temperature change. However, after ca 10 min, the drift stabilises to about 0.5 nm/s,
enabling filming atomic dynamics at high temperature over several minutes without a
large amount of drift.

2.5

Image and data processing

One of the biggest challenges with this project has been to record interpretable videos
of Pt atoms moving during nucleation reactions. The problem lies in the compromise of
recording as fast as possible, since the atoms move quickly; while minimising radiation
dose, since the irradiation affects the natural chemistry; and maximising the resolution
and quantitative contrast of Pt atoms, as we need to distinguish atoms even when they
are partially overlapping. As we have improved the denoising during this project, this has
enabled improving this compromise by more than an order of magnitude. We are now
able to restore the quantitative contrast sufficiently to identify most individual atoms of
clusters in ionic liquid at either an order of magnitude faster frame rate, or lower beam
dose than without denoising.
Particularly, the goal of the denoising is to correctly identify individual heavy metal
atoms even amongst tens of nanometers of light elements from the support carbon film
and ionic liquid. This means that as the electron beam passes through the sample, it
passes through approximately 100-200 times as many atoms of light elements as Pt atoms.
Even though HAADF-STEM filters out most of the signal from these light atoms, there is
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Figure 2.4: a) The Protochips Fusion holder used in these experiments, which gets inserted
into the goniometer of the TEM. b) The heating chip gets inserted into the tip of the
holder, and contacted with electrodes which connect through the rod to the cable at
the back of the holder. c) Optical micrograph of a heating chip with an ionic liquid
microdroplet in the heating area at the center of the chip. There are two gold contacts
which conduct the current to the heating area which gets resistively heated during an
experiment. The chip is 4 mm wide. d) Scanning electron micrograph showing the heating
area, where there are 9 holes through the SiC support film. On top of this is the 20 nm
thick carbon support film, which has been patterned with 2 µm holes.
enough mass that they generate a strong background signal that is comparable in intensity
to individual Pt atoms in ionic liquid (if not even stronger). This makes it challenging
for the denoising to correctly identify individual atoms without falsely detecting peaks of
background noise as atoms or falsely removing atoms as noise.
At the start of this project, PGURE-SVT70 was the state-of-the-art denoising algorithm for this type of atomic-resolution STEM data. Though, due to limitations
with this algorithm, two neural network-based denoisers were developed, MCNN71 and
Noise2Atom.72 These neural networks were developed by Feng Wang. So, in the following
sections 2.5.1-2.5.3, I will discuss and compare these three denoisers.
There was additional post-processing after denoising. As there was typically a sample
drift of ca 0.5-1 nm/s in experiments at a constant temperature, and far higher during temperature ramps, drift correction was done on most videos by using StackReg->Translation73
in Fiji/ImageJ. To increase contrast and improve the detectability of individual atoms,
the data was further processed with a peak-of-histogram background subtraction (section
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B). This made it easier to normalise the contrast and compare different images (and to
compare with simulated images), as the contrast of all images can now be normalised
by the difference in brightness between the background and one atom. The images were
then false-coloured by a modified ’Fire’ lookup table in Fiji/ImageJ, so that the colours
approximately correspond to the number of atoms overlapping: 1 atom – blue/purple, 2
atoms – red/orange, 3 atoms – yellow. For many clusters, it is now possible to determine
the structure according to the method given in section 3.2.

2.5.1

Poisson–Gaussian Unbiased Risk Estimator for Singular
Value Thresholding (PGURE-SVT)

PGURE-SVT removes noise from the original dataset by distinguishing between features
in the video that have both spatial and temporal correlation, and noise (which is inherently
uncorrelated). A simplified explanation of this algorithm is that it processes the video
blockwise (as a 3D dataset), by first estimating the Poisson-Gaussian noise in the block,
followed by tracking the motion of spatially correlated features through the temporal
dimension. Then, it approximates a low-rank Casorati matrix of this correlated part of
the block, where the components of the correlated part can be distinguished from the
components coming from the noise (similar to Principal Component Analysis (PCA)).
After the components forming the noise are reduced, the blocks are recombined to reform
the video. A complete description is given by Furnival.70 The resulting denoising robustly
gives consistent results from data with variations in signal/noise, background amplitude
and gradients, and pixel size.

2.5.2

Multiscale convolutional neural network (MCNN)

PGURE-SVT was initially used, however, due to its processing inefficiency, we developed
a new deep convolutional neural network (DCNN) denoiser, based on previous work.71
This approach relies on four low-pass filters to remove high-frequency noise, followed by
an image restoration by the DCNN with a modified U-net architecture (available open
source on Github74 ). In this architecture, the data flows forward getting layer-by-layer
compressed through the encoder part of the network, before getting decompressed in the
decoder part of the network (see figure 2.5). This encoder-decoder type of architecture
compresses away noise in the raw data. Additionally, there are crosslinks between the
layers with the same dimension in the encoder and decoder, which is to ensure that not
too much information gets compressed away from the input data. Additional to the U-net,
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the MCNN architecture continuously reads outputs from the entire decoder part, not just
the final layer. This makes the training progress of the neural network more stable, and
it converges faster compared to the U-net. The neural network was trained using two
Nvidia GTX 1080Ti GPUs, on millions of images, which were either simulated Gaussian
STEM images or from imageNET,75 both with added noise. Further details are given in
our article "Multi-resolution convolutional neural networks for inverse problems".71 This
DCNN denoiser provides a better result than PGURE-SVT, and is able to preserve the
quantitative STEM contrast of experimental images with SNR < 0 dB (see figure 2.7c).
Compared to PGURE-SVT, it processes data ca 2 orders of magnitude faster, which is
fast enough for real-time denoising if coupled directly to the STEM image stream of the
microscope.

Figure 2.5: Illustration of the U-net type of architecture of the MCNN. The data flows
through the encoder, getting compressed, and through the decoder, getting decompressed.
There are also direct crosslinks between the encoder and decoder parts. By matching
outputs at multiple scales, the MCNN achieves better stability and faster convergence than
the U-Net. This architecture converges faster than the U-net, as the mean-absolute-error
(MAE) loss function of MCNN converges quickly in 100 iterations, compared to a U-net
which converges slowly and can get stuck in local minima. The figure is from our article.71

2.5.3

Noise2Atom

One of the main issues with MCNN is that it requires training data with pairs of noisy
and clean simulated images of the object (atomic clusters) that we want to process.
Ideally, a denoiser should work independently of what the data is, and we should not need
to know the type of noise and the ground truth of the object we image. Noise2Atom
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was developed with this in mind, as a Generative Adversarial Network (GAN), with
four parts given in figure 2.6. In this architecture there are two identical U-nets which
work oppositely with (c) adding noise to clean images, and (d) denoising noisy images.
These are trained with a Critic model (a) which determines whether an image is noisy or
clean, and a Gaussian filter (b) which makes the neural networks emphasise Gaussian-like
low-frequency peaks in the image, instead of high-frequency noise. This GAN architecture
effectively makes the two U-nets train each other, with the denoising U-net part of the
architecture later being used for the image denoising. Full details on this neural network
is given in our article "Noise2Atom: unsupervised denoising for scanning transmission
electron microscopy images",72 and the code is available open-source on Github.76

Figure 2.6: Neural network architecture of Noise2Atom. The figure is modified from our
article.72
A comparison of the three denoisers are given in figure 2.7. This is a very challenging
example with a very high background noise due to looking through tens of nm of ionic
liquid. Where PGURE-SVT starts out with the raw image and tries to remove noise, the
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two neural networks work oppositely, starting out with a black image and try to fit bright
peaks matching the features in the raw image. As we see in figure 2.7b, PGURE-SVT
does not fully remove the background noise, and it can often be hard to distinguish
individual atoms from the background. MCNN generally distinguishes atoms from the
background better than PGURE-SVT (figure 2.7c), however in regions of high noise, it
can often overfit clusters of noisy pixels as false atomic peaks, e.g. marked in green in the
figure. Noise2Atom generally performs better than MCNN, with much less overfitted false
peaks. Instead, it can happen in very noisy areas that atoms get underfit, and register
as background (marked red in figure 2.7d). A quantitative comparison of these three
denoisers are given in in our article.72 It should also be mentioned that PGURE-SVT
needs approximately two orders of magnitude longer computational time to denoise data
than the neural networks, and is problematic to scale to large amount of data due to
large memory consumption and limited parallel processing. This means it takes far longer
to denoise the data than to record it, while the neural networks can process the data in
approximately real-time. As the denoisers have been under development in parallel to the
experiments, the data in chapter 3 is shown with PGURE-SVT + Gaussian filter, though
the cluster structure interpretation has been based on both MCNN and PGURE-SVT
denoising. The data in chapter 4 is shown with PGURE-SVT and Noise2Atom denoising,
as the neural networks can have problems with strong gradients in background noise, e.g.
due to the curvature of a nanodroplet.

Figure 2.7: Improvements of denoising on an example of challenging data of a cluster with
a high background noise from ionic liquid. This example is close to the absolute detection
limit of individual atoms. a) Raw data. b) Denoised by PGURE-SVT. c) Denoised by
MCNN. Marked in blue are two examples of background noise that have been falsely
detected as atoms. d) Denoised by Noise2Atom. Marked in red are three examples on
individual atoms that were not detected.

Chapter 3

Structure & stability of sub-nm Pt
clusters on a carbon surface

The contents of this chapter are mainly from the article “The Structure of Sub-nm Platinum
Clusters at Elevated Temperatures”,20 published by me together with Marta Bon, Feng
Wang, Daniele Passerone and Rolf Erni. The ab-initio simulations of the stability of
various cluster structures in section 3.4 were done by Marta Bon.
On the way to directly studying atomic scale nucleation in a liquid phase, in this
chapter we first start with experiments in a simpler system, only studying the bare sub-nm
sized clusters themselves, on a surface. As a model experimental system for this, we use
Pt on amorphous carbon, which is an ideal system due to the stability of Pt clusters.
Furthermore, Pt on carbon is a commonly used catalytic system,8,9,10 and is therefore
interesting to study in detail. Despite this importance in catalysis and crystal nucleation,
little is in fact known about sub-nm metallic clusters consisting of merely a dozen of atoms
or even less, due to the experimental challenges of directly observing so small amounts of
matter.
Observations by (S)TEM have shown that tiny nanoparticles can exhibit a quasimolten
behaviour where the crystal frequently transforms between multiple morphologies.77,78,79,80
Yet, these efforts have been limited in spatial resolution and sensitivity to nm-sized
particles. Aberration-corrected annular dark-field STEM (ADF-STEM) has boosted the
possibility of interpreting 3D structures of clusters and their dynamics.7,65,81,82,83 However,
such dynamic electron optical imaging is inherently limited by the signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) of the resulting images. After applying spatio-temporal denoising, this strategy
has enabled imaging at a speed approaching 10 frames/s (fps).70,84
To overcome this limitation, we optimised the microscope for fast dynamic STEM.
With dwell times per pixel of less than 100 ns, only a few tens of electrons pass through
the sample per scan position and only a fraction of these are scattered to the detector, as
23
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illustrated in figure 3.1a This imaging mode thus results in noisy images (SNR ∼0 dB),
which were processed using denoising (section 2.5) and background subtraction (appendix
B) to extract reliable structural data. Our approach enables fast atomic resolution
imaging at an image quality sufficient to interpret the 3D structure of sub-nm Pt clusters,
as they continuously rotate and reconstruct. At room temperature, we find dynamic
amorphous 2D structures, while above ∼300°C, the clusters transform into a crystalline
state. Crystalline structures appear more frequently as the temperature increases, with
a preference towards cuboidal face-centred cubic (fcc) geometries. These experimental
findings are supported by density-functional theory (DFT) calculations.

Figure 3.1: Fast STEM imaging of Pt clusters at variable temperatures. a) Schematic of
the experimental system. b-c) Single shot, denoised, false coloured STEM images showing
b) a typical amorphous Pt cluster at room temperature, and c) a crystalline Pt17 fcc
cluster at 350°C. Inset is its simulated image and atomic model derived from a series of
images. The figure is adapted from our article.20

3.1

Heating Pt clusters on a carbon surface

Samples were made by plasma sputtering Pt onto Protochips Fusion thermal chips (Leica
ACE200: 10−2 mbar N2, 15 mA plasma current, 1 s shutter time, ca 12 cm working
distance), which reproducibly produces a homogeneous low-density scatter of individual
atoms and small clusters up to ca 1-1.5 nm in diameter (50-100 atoms), on the 10-20
nm thick amorphous carbon film on the chip. STEM was done using a probe corrected
FEI Titan Themis at 300 kV. Heating experiments were performed using a Protochips
Fusion heating holder, from room temperature up to 600°C. To image the clusters at
room temperature, carbon contamination was cleared by flash heating to 500°C for 1 s,
1-5 times depending on amount of contamination. This was not observed to affect the
structure of the clusters.
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Initially, we were interested in the structure of the clusters at room temperature.
Our observations show that clusters smaller than about 1-1.5 nm (∼50-100 atoms),
are amorphous with no apparent ordered structure. These clusters are largely 2D,
spreading out similar to a liquid wetting the carbon surface. Figure 3.1b depicts a
typical amorphous cluster of 36±1 atoms, where we see a 2D-like Pt sheet with occasional
brighter spots where 2-3 atoms overlap. The clusters behave highly dynamically at room
temperature, continuously undergoing structural rearrangements of uncorrelated atomic
motions. During a one minute recording, such amorphous clusters typically disintegrate
into smaller fragments and individual atoms. This is a direct consequence of the 300 kV
electron beam irradiation, which apart from imaging, also challenges the stability of the
structures, as a single 300 keV electron can transfer up to 4.4 eV to a Pt atom by elastic
collision.
Secondly, we addressed the question of the clusters’ temperature dependence, motivated
by the fact that catalysts operate at elevated temperatures. Although the electron beam
challenges the stability of the clusters, our results clearly show that at temperatures
approaching 300°C, the amorphous clusters gradually transform into ordered crystalline
structures. An example is seen in figure 3.1c, recorded at 350°C. Given the fact that
this crossover occurs over a wide temperature range, we cannot identify a classical
amorphous-to-crystalline phase transition, but we suspect that increasing temperature
helps overcoming high free energy barriers towards stable ordered structures. Furthermore,
it seems likely that these barriers vary with the cluster size. Since beam damage reduces
crystallinity, which is lost at too high dose rates, optimisation of the dose rate is important
to observe these ordered structures. In contrast to the amorphous ones, the crystalline
clusters stay intact through extended periods of radiation exposure. After heat treatment
at a temperature high enough to reach crystallinity and subsequent cooling down to room
temperature, the clusters become amorphous again, making the crossover reversible (see
figure 3.2).
Preliminary experiments with sub-nm Au clusters on a C-film (figure 3.2) show a
similar behaviour to Pt on C-film with crystallinity apparent above 200°C. This suggests
that a similar amorphous-to-crystalline crossover can also occur with metal clusters other
than Pt. Yet, in order to investigate the possible effect of the substrate, we performed a
similar experiment with Pt sputtered on SiN. In this case, the 2D wetting effect at room
temperature was substantially reduced with the clusters being more 3D and structured
(see figure 3.2a). Furthermore, on the SiN support, a temperature dependence of the
crystallinity is not apparent, and the clusters tend to be less stable compared to the
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experiment on C-surface. This, in agreement with the DFT calculations (section 3.3),
underlines the importance of the choice of the substrate in our experiment and underlines
the fact that we observe cluster dependencies which are not dominated by the electron
irradiation.

Figure 3.2: a) Images from a control experiment of Pt clusters on a SiN-film. With this
surface, the temperature had no obvious effect on the cluster crystallinity. Top - The
cluster was initially amorphous at room temperature. Bottom - At a later point (still
room temperature) the cluster briefly adopted a crystalline structures. b) Still images of
Pt clusters acquired while cooling down. The smaller clusters lose their 3D crystalline
structure below 300°C and spread into largely 2D sheets or fall apart into single atoms.
Due to the thermal expansion of the heating chip causing sample drift, only single images
were taken with a few minutes in between (during which these areas were unirradiated).
c) In the same experiment with Au clusters, the clusters lose their structure below 200°C.
The figures are adapted from our article.20
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3D-structure determination of Pt clusters

Next, we aimed at characterising the 3D crystalline state of the clusters based on series of
images. Extracting crystallographic information from recorded videos requires a special
approach. As nearly all recorded frames are dominated by atoms only partially overlapping
each other, using the established StatSTEM software85,86 generally failed to retrieve reliable
3D data of the clusters, as it works better with fully overlapping atomic columns. However,
since we analyse a single atomic species (Pt) with individual atoms always present on
the support film, the STEM contrast could still be manually quantified to distinguish
between columns of 1-5 partially overlapping atoms. Though, due to the low SNR of the
original recordings, the contrast is not fully consistent from frame to frame of the recorded
videos after denoising. Therefore, the image contrast can only be understood correctly by
studying many consecutive frames with relatively little cluster dynamics, or by blending
consecutive frames. With this strategy, we successfully developed 3D structural models of
selected Pt clusters and verified them by comparing with simulated STEM images. For
the sake of clarity, we give an example of how to directly interpret the structure of the
easily interpretable cluster in figure 3.3a-c:
1. Find the exact number of atoms in a cluster by interpreting the contrast and counting
atoms through tens of frames (which can be assisted by StatSTEM85,86 ) and accounting
for any atoms attaching onto or detaching from the cluster. The exact number of
atoms is found if the vast majority of frames gives the same number. This example
cluster had 13 atoms (figure 3.3a-c upper row).
2. Knowing the number of atoms in the cluster, hypothetical atomic models can be built
(figure 3.3a-c bottom row).
3. For the most stable clusters, the model can be compared at multiple orientations, such
as the three orientations seen for this example.
4. Verify the interpreted model by comparing select frames with simulated images (figure
3.3a-c middle row).
It must be emphasised that although the reconstruction in the figures in this thesis show
comparisons of single STEM images with simulated images of models, these reconstructions
were not found by analysing a single image, but rather by analysing series of tens to
hundreds of images.
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Figure 3.3: Reconstruction of a Pt13 cuboid. Denoised experimental STEM images (top),
simulation (middle) and models (below). a) Seen in 110 orientation. b) in 211 orientation.
c) in 100 orientation. The figure is adapted from our article. 0.5 nm scale bar.20
At temperatures above 300°C, the majority of 3D structures were classified as being
fcc structured. While the fcc structure is the stable bulk structure of Pt, this observation
contrasts with the majority of literature data which tend to favour icosahedral structures
for clusters of similar sizes.33,45,87 Notably, the tendency to fcc stabilisation is well present
even for the smallest crystalline clusters found so far, namely the 6-atom octahedrons.
Two such clusters are seen in figure 3.4, where they can be seen from multiple orientations
as they rotate while attaching onto larger neighbouring clusters. Among the fcc geometries
we have found are cuboidal clusters, varying in size and shape, from cubic (figure 3.5a,b)
to rectangular cuboids (figure 3.5c,d). Compared to other fcc structures, the cuboidal
clusters are less dynamic. While other clusters rotate continuously, the cuboids show a
preference for specific orientations towards the carbon surface (specifically 110,100,111)
and make distinct rotations among these (see figure 3.5).
The observed fcc structures can be put in context to previous theoretical investigations,
which indicate a co-presence of a multitude of different Ptn structures whose properties
are largely defined by their size and structural configuration, where the special case of Pt13
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Figure 3.4: Two Pt6 octahedrons rotating as they attach onto the larger neighbouring
clusters. The inset atomic models match their respective colours. The figure is adapted
from our article.20

Figure 3.5: Representative cuboidal fcc clusters. Denoised images (top), simulation
(middle) and models (below) of fcc cuboids. a) A Pt13 cuboid. b) A full Pt14 fcc unit cell
with an additional mobile atom. c) A Pt17 rectangular cuboid. d) A Pt22 rectangular
cuboid with two opposite edges truncated. The figure is adapted from our article.20
clusters has been discussed extensively.33,34,45,87,88,89,90 The magic-number stability of the
closed-shell icosahedral structure has been predicted to give it a lower energy than close
packed structures such as fcc and hexagonal close packed (hcp) configurations.45,91 We
experimentally confirm structures that were recently theoretically predicted,36,90 namely
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the fcc-cuboid, fcc-cuboctahedral and hcp structures, different from the icosahedral
geometry. In particular, the fcc cuboidal geometries are based on the 14-atom cube of
the full fcc unit cell, seen in figure 3.6, which is the most stable cluster we have found in
these experiments (see section 3.3). In figure 3.3a-c, a Pt13 cuboid, missing one corner
atom, is seen from three orientations. The fcc-cuboctahedral structures are based on the
13-atom cuboctahedron, differing from the cuboid structures by having a more spherical
shape, without the 3-coordinated corner atoms. Such a Pt13 cuboctahedral cluster, with
one displaced atom, is seen in figure 3.7d. The hcp-structured clusters are similar to the
fcc cuboctahedrons, with the same coordination numbers of their atoms. However, the
structure of hcp clusters are based on the 13-atom triangular orthobicupola, as the A-B-A
stacking of hcp differs from the A-B-C stacking of fcc. An example of such an hcp cluster
is seen in figure 3.7e, where the 15-atom cluster forms a triangular orthobicupola with
two additional atoms attached. Surprisingly, a very clear and stable icosahedron has not
been found. However, an example of an icosahedral cluster is the Pt16 cluster in figure
3.7f, with a 13 atom icosahedron-like core and three additional atoms attached.

Figure 3.6: A single 14-atom cube, a full fcc unit cell, seen from 6 orientations. This was
the single most stable cluster observed in these experiments, which at 600°C sustained an
electron dose 4 times larger than the second most stable cluster.
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Experimental stability of various cluster structures

To assess the stability of the four different geometries, namely the fcc cuboids and
cuboctahedrals, hcp and icosahedrals, the 38 most stable clusters in the size range of
6-23 atoms found in our experiments have been organised in figure 3.8. Each cluster was
classified into one of the four categories if the structure could be formed by removing
atoms from the original geometry (clusters smaller than 13 atom), or by adding atoms
according to the same symmetry of the original (larger than 14 atoms). In this analysis,
we assume the total integrated electron dose per area until the cluster changes or loses its
structure, to be an indication of the stability of the cluster. For each of the 38 clusters, the
dose was estimated from the number of consecutive frames showing it’s cluster structure.
Despite the fact that comparing cluster stability for different sizes is problematic, ordering
the data by the observed crystalline structure (figure 3.8a) allows for capturing some
trends. Notably, 66%, i.e. 25 out of 38 clusters, were fcc structured, whereby 68% of these
were fcc cuboids. When ordered by the four types of structures, (figure 3.8a), there is
an increasing stability icosahedral → hcp → fcc cuboctahedral → fcc cuboid, with the
most stable cluster being the 14-atom fcc cube (figure 3.6). Though, due to the fragility
of these clusters, we took care to minimise radiation exposure prior to recording, by
briefly identifying clusters in the correct size range at a lower magnification (1-2 orders of
magnitude lower dose rate). Therefore, clusters present in the first frame of a recording,
are assumed to have formed naturally, while structures forming during a recording are
thought to have been significantly affected by radiation. Considering this, 11 of the 13
structures initially present were also cuboidal. Furthermore, when ordered by atomicity
(figure 3.8b), the most frequent and stable clusters were in the range of 12-15 atoms,
indicating an increased stability due to the magic-number symmetry of the 13-atom
icosahedron, triangular orthobicupola, cuboctahedron, and the 14-atom fcc cube.
To generate the plots of the 38 most stable clusters in figure 3.8, in total ca 3500
frames were manually interpreted. Some limitations of this quantitative analysis should be
mentioned. The data was limited in upper size range, as both the number of hypothetical
cluster structures and the difficulty of interpreting the image contrast, increases with the
number of atoms in a cluster. The number of data points was limited by the large amount
of time required for the manual analysis. Furthermore, this analysis has an inherent bias
in that structures with highly symmetric projections at many orientations (primarily
fcc structures), are easier to identify and interpret than less symmetric structures (hcp,
icosahedrals and most other hypothetical structures). It is therefore possible that some
structured clusters were missed, but also that frames showing icosahedral-like and hcp-like
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structures were misinterpreted as hcp and icosahedral structures, and thus their stability
might have been over- rather than underestimated. Nevertheless, it is unlikely that any
clusters with a stability above 5×107 e/nm2 were missed in the analysed data.

Figure 3.7: Four symmetries of Pt clusters. Denoised experimental STEM images (top),
simulation (middle) and models (below) of the four different crystalline structures for Pt
clusters at 350°C. a): A cuboidal Pt13 fcc cluster. b): A Pt13 fcc cuboctahedron with 1
atom displaced. c) A Pt15 hcp cluster. d) An icosahedral-like Pt13 core surrounded by 5
additional atoms. 0.5 nm scale bar. The figure is adapted from our article.20
The atomic counts of these 38 clusters are exact, as usually, atoms were counted in a
few tens of frames, in separate sections of a recording, until an exact number was found
from the vast majority of frames getting the same number (also accounting for atoms
seen attaching or detaching from the cluster). Especially in cases where there are many
consecutive frames in the same highly symmetric orientation (e.g. figures 3.3a,c, 3.5d,
3.7a) the consecutive frames can also be averaged, giving an unambiguously clear contrast
between 1, 2 and 3 overlapping atoms.
There is also some ambiguity with atoms attaching and detaching onto a cluster, so for
counting frames, a cluster was still considered the same, if one atom attached or detached,
as long as the remaining cluster stayed the same. In these cases, the atomic count was
whichever number was for the vast majority of frames. Regarding neighbouring atoms,
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atoms more than 0.5 nm away from a cluster, and nearby (up to ca 0.5 nm) atoms that
in many consecutive frames moved relative to a cluster without attaching onto a cluster,
were not included in the atomic count.
More additional clusters were also analysed, but clusters that did not fulfil the above
rules were not included in the final dataset. In the end, this type of quantitative analysis is
unfortunately still somewhat subjective, but a properly objective and automated analysis
algorithm is not currently possible, as it is a highly non-trivial problem (see chapter 5).
Of these 38 clusters analysed in detail, 13 were recorded at 350°C, 18 at 400°C, 7 at
600°C. Further data observing many more crystalline clusters were also recorded at these
temperatures, and additional data were also recorded at 300°C, 450°C and 500°C. Overall,
we observed a very clear change in cluster structure from a low temperature of 25-250°C
(with almost no crystalline sub-nm clusters), to a high temperature of 300-600°C (with
very many crystalline sub-nm clusters). We do not rule out that there is a (small) change
in the clusters’ structure from 300°C to 600°C, but our goal was to investigate the cluster
configurations below and above the transition that we found.
In the end, we emphasise that in this data only a difference between the 4 types of
clusters are clear. If we were to try quantifying structural difference as a function of
the atomic count or temperature, it would likely require a much larger dataset, in the
hundreds if not thousands of clusters.

3.4

Ab-initio simulations of cluster stability

To further test these stability trends, the energetics of the four experimental geometries
was investigated by simulations. These simulations were done by Marta Bon. Initially,
classical simulations was done using the Sutton-Chen92 (SC) and Foiles93 embedded atom
model (EAM) potentials, however these classical potentials appear to be strongly biased
towards generating icosahedral clusters (see appendix A). As our experimentally observed
cluster structures are strongly in contrast with these classically simulated structures,92,93,87
a more fundamental approach was instead applied, by using DFT calculations at the
PBE+D3 level.36,90 More details of about these DFT simulations are given in appendix
A. The computational study was carried out by comparing the potential energy trend
of the clusters in gas phase, with the one of the clusters interacting with a four-layered
graphite substrate. The experimental structure of the surface of the amorphous carbon is
unknown. For this reason, the local surface was approximated by a graphitic structure.
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This model is justified as amorphous carbon tends to become graphitic under electron
irradiation.94 We focused on the energetics of the Pt13 clusters to compare the various
structures deduced from the experimental data. In addition, the extraordinary stability
of the Pt14 cube found in the experiments was verified via geometry relaxation both in
vacuum and on a graphitic surface.

Figure 3.8: Stability of different cluster structures and geometries. Experimentally
observed stability (total dose before transformation) of the 38 most stable clusters of
different atomicities and structures identified in this work. Filled dots are clusters that
were present in the initial frame of the video, and thus assumed to have formed naturally,
while the hollow dots are clusters that formed during irradiation. a) The 38 clusters
ordered by the four types of geometries, show a decreasing stability fcc cuboidal → fcc
cuboctahedral → hcp → icosahedral. b) The same data ordered by atomicity, showing
that the most frequent and stable clusters were in the size range of 12-15 atoms, around
the magic-number 13-14 atom structures. The figure is adapted from our article.20
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At first, the geometries of the four Pt13 clusters presented in table 3.1 were optimised
in gas phase and subsequently on an 8×8×2 slab of graphite with a 10 Å vacuum. The
corresponding cell simultaneously assures the convergence of the sampling in k-space
(see section A), and avoids the interaction between the periodic representations of Pt
clusters. The center of mass of each cluster was initially positioned on the three different
adsorption sites, i.e. top, bridge, and hollow, and the total geometry of the system was
optimised, keeping the two bottom layers of graphite fixed (bulk-optimised conditions).
For each Pt13 configuration and possible adsorption position, we used three different
initial rotations of the Pt13 . This initial (although limited) conformational search allows a
better identification of the lowest energy configuration (reported in table 3.1) in every
potential energy surface minimum, thus providing a better energy comparison between all
the possible geometries. A similar simulation protocol was adopted for the Pt14 cuboid
cluster.
As shown in table 3.1, in gas phase all the geometries tested for Pt13 are stable, thus
corresponding to local energy minima of the potential energy surface. Among these, the
cuboid is the lowest energy structure and the only one stable after chemisorption on the
carbon surface. When optimised on the substrate, all the clusters but the fcc cuboid reach
a mixed icosahedral/fcc structure (figure A.1), which is lower in energy compared to the
cuboid. This structure has not been observed experimentally and would be difficult to be
distinguished from a disordered cluster due to the low symmetry. Noteworthy, the same
geometry is also stable in gas phase, although higher in energy compared to the cuboid.
This reverse trend is almost entirely due to the cluster adsorption energy, as shown in
table 3.1. DFT results give two important indications. The most stable experimental
fcc structure (cuboid) reached by temperature annealing appears energetically stabilised
on the carbon substrate. All other experimentally observed clusters are energetically
unfavoured, but may be stabilised at high temperatures. Also important and not included
in this analysis is the role of temperature in lowering the transition barriers from the “sea”
of amorphous states to ordered crystalline structures, such as the ones observed in the
experiments. Still, the fact that the cuboidal geometry is the most stable in terms of DFT
potential energy, can be seen as a support to the experimental evidence that exactly this
structure is the most persistent in the STEM observations.
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Table 3.1: Potential energies of different cluster configurations. Potential energies (relative
to the fcc cuboid) from Pt13 geometry optimisation calculations at DFT/PBE+D3 of the
four geometries experimentally found. The mixed icoshedral/fcc structure (see figure A.1)
is the final configuration for the cuboctahedron, the hcp and the icosahedron geometries
after the geometry optimisation on the substrate. For stable configurations on the graphitic
substrate, the adsorption energy is also reported. All the energies are in eV.
Geometry
fcc, cuboid
fcc, cuboctahedron
hcp, triangular orthobicupola
icosahedron-like
mixed icosahedron/fcc

3.5

Gas Phase
0.0
2.76
2.25
2.80
0.39

On Graphite
0.0
Not stable
Not stable
Not stable
-0.41

Adsorption Energy
2.46
Not stable
Not stable
Not stable
3.25

Summary

We have in this chapter demonstrated an experimental approach to study the structure
and stability of sub-nm sized clusters. At temperatures above 300°C, these clusters have
a strong preference towards fcc geometries, down to 6 atoms in size. The most stable
clusters exhibited cuboidal structures, as was further confirmed by DFT simulations. This
is strongly contrasting with established classically simulated cluster structures, which
strongly favour icosahedral clusters.92,93,87 We have also showed the existence of the smallest
possible seeds for nanoparticles of the cubic, cuboctahedral and octahedral geometries.
We investigated Pt (and Au) on C, showing that an amorphous-to-crystalline transition
occurs at elevated temperatures, which is not the case with Pt on SiN. Electron beam,
temperature and substrate appear to be critical factors affecting the cluster structure. It
is possible that the transition is caused by Pt interacting too strongly with the carbon
surface at room temperature to form its crystalline structure, and heating reduces this
interaction, enabling the crystalline structure to reform. However, more work is needed to
fully understand this phenomenon and its possible fundamental implications. Overall, our
results reveal new structural characteristics of sub-nm Pt clusters, which are particularly
important to further understand the catalytic behaviour of Pt on C.

Chapter 4

Atomic scale nucleation and growth of
clusters in ionic liquid

Most of this chapter, sections 4.1-4.3 and 4.5, are from the article “Structure matters
- Direct in-situ observation of cluster nucleation at atomic scale in a liquid phase”,24
published by Trond Henninen, Debora Keller, Rolf Erni. In this article the experiments
focused on neutral plasma-sputtered Pt in ionic liquid. Additionally, the results in section
4.6 are from the articles "Atomic mechanisms of gold nanoparticle growth in ionic liquids
studied by in situ scanning transmission electron microscopy",27 published by Debora
Keller, Trond Henninen and Rolf Erni, and "Atomic resolution liquid phase microscopy Tracking particle formation in situ in ionic liquids",95 published by Debora Keller, Trond
Henninen, Feng Wang, Rolf Erni. These experiments with Au were done by Debora Keller,
and used more reactive NaAuCl4 , instead of Pt, as precursor to form Au clusters and
particles.
As we have learned in chapter 3 how to study pre-existing sub-nm clusters at atomic
scale, here in this chapter we apply this to study such sub-nm clusters while they are
nucleating in a liquid environment. In these experiments we deposit monoatomic metal
species into ionic liquids such as 1-butyl-3-methyl imidazolium chloride, and watch the
initial steps of the nucleation process, how the sub-nm clusters form atom-by-atom.
We can form two different nucleation systems from the ionic liquids, thin enough to
see nucleation at the atomic scale, by heating the liquid inside the microscope. In the
first system, nanofilms suspended in the holes in the amorphous carbon (C-)film (figure
4.2e), there is no liquid-solid interface, so any observed nucleation is a homogeneous
nucleation reaction. In the second system, nanodroplets on the C-film support (figure
4.2g), the presence of a pre-existing liquid-solid interface makes the vast majority of
nucleation events happen as heterogeneous nucleation on the liquid-solid interface. We can
observe Pt atoms to nucleate into few-atom clusters, which coalesce and grow into cluster
37
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agglomerates or nanoparticles, or redissolve. When comparing nucleation in nanofilms
and carbon-supported nanodroplets, nucleation is rarely observed in nanofilms, while
easily observable at high nucleation rate in nanodroplets. This is due to the presence
of the pre-existing liquid-solid interface, resulting in heterogeneous nucleation in the
nanodroplets while there is only homogeneous nucleation in the nanofilms.

Figure 4.1: Summary of the initial nucleation reactions observed in this work. First, a few
atoms nucleate to form a few-atom cluster. Then, one or more few-atom clusters coalesce
and/or grow into mainly disordered cluster agglomerates on the liquid-carbon interface or
occasionally spherical nanoparticles on the interface or in liquid (both upwards of ca 1
nm in size). Many of the nanoparticles (and the unstable few-atom clusters) are observed
to redissolve into the liquid, but this is not observed to happen to the more stable cluster
agglomerates. The figure is modified from our article.24

4.1

Depositing nanofilms and nanodroplets of ionic liquids on heating chips

Certain properties of the ionic liquids make them very suitable for in situ transmission
electron microscopy (TEM) experiments. Most importantly, this type of liquids typically
has a negligible vapour pressure,96,97 low enough to be put into a high vacuum without
significant evaporation. This means the liquid can be put directly onto conventional
TEM samples with nanoscale support films, which enables imaging of individual heavy
metal atoms dispersed in ionic liquid nanofilms with a thickness of tens of nm.98,99 It
has so far been possible to make suitable thin films with 1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium
bis (trifluoromethylsulfonyl) imide ([BMIm][Tf2 N]), butyltrimethyl ammonium bis (triflu-
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oromethylsulfonyl) imide ([BM3 N][Tf2 N]), tetrabutyl ammonium chloride ([Bu4 N][Cl]),
and 1-butyl-3-methyl imidazolium chloride ([BMIm][Cl]). It is expected that these ionic
liquids affect the nucleation reaction similar to stabilising ligands, and thus reduce the
nucleation energy barrier (see e.g.100,101,102 ). Most of our work has used [BMIm][Cl], due
to its ability to form more stable thin films than the other ionic liquids, freely suspended
in vacuum (see figure 4.2e), down to ca 5 nm in thickness. Additionally, [BMIm][Cl] has
a melting temperature of ca 80°C, which enables us to adjust its viscosity by heating
above the melting temperature, and thus increase the mobility of dispersed metal species.
In comparison, the imides struggle to form stable suspended thin films and melt below
room temperature. Of the two chlorides, [BMIm]+ is expected to provide a more reactive
environment than [Bu4 N]+ when irradiated by an electron beam.103
Our method for preparing samples with suspended nanofilms and carbon-supported
nanodroplets is illustrated in figure 4.2. We deposited the liquid diluted ca 1:2000 in
methanol by using a nylon loop (125 µm fishing line from Shimano, curled to ca 1-1.5 mm
diameter), onto Protochips Fusion heating chips with a ca 15-20 nm holey carbon support
film. Before dilution and deposition, the glassware and nylon loop were ultrasonicated in
methanol. Dipping the loop into the liquid, traps a small volume of liquid as a suspended
film in the loop (just like a soap bubble hoop). Since the nylon is soft and elastic, we
can touch the liquid film directly onto the heating area of the chip without breaking the
fragile support film. After the methanol has evaporated, droplets and thin films of varying
thickness remain. This causes many holes in the C-film to get filled by suspended thin
films of ionic liquid, suitable for studying homogeneous nucleation. Ideally, to achieve
atomic resolution of heavy metal species in these liquids, the combined thickness of the
liquid layer and support film should be below 50 nm. The hole at the left edge in figure
4.2 shows a concave contrast, and is thus thinner than 20 nm, while the center and right
holes are convex and thicker.
Metal species, such as Pt or Au, can be added to the liquid either by plasma sputtering
the metal onto the chip after depositing the ionic liquid (Leica ACE600: 10−2 mbar N2 , 15
mA plasma current, 3 s shutter time, ca 12 cm working distance), or by adding a precursor
salt, e.g. NaAuCl4 , into the diluted liquid before deposition. With STEM, we can only
look at nanoscale areas of liquid with atomic resolution, so the average bulk concentration
does not very well represent the local concentration at the nanoscale. With both methods
of adding metal into the ionic liquid, the local concentration can vary by multiple orders
of magnitude in different suspended films or nanodroplets. The two methods differ in that
adding a precursor gives a more consistent concentration in thicker volumes of liquid, while
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Figure 4.2: Methods for creating ionic liquid nanofilms suitable for studying homogeneous

nucleation, and nanodroplets suitable for studying heterogeneous nucleation. Note the different
scale bars for these images. In e-g) the ionic liquid can be seen as brighter than the comparatively
thinner (and thus darker) carbon film. a) Dilute the ionic liquid in an easily evaporating solvent,
such as methanol (1:2000). A precursor salt can also be added, such as NaAuCl4 , as seen in
the rightmost bottle. b) To deposit a small volume of liquid onto the heating chip, we use a
125 µm nylon thread curled into a loop (ideally 0.5-1 mm diameter). c) After depositing liquid
micro/nanodroplets of the ionic liquid remain, as seen in the inset magnification of the heating
area of the chip. d) Overview of a Protochips Fusion heating chip with a 15-20 nm holey carbon
film, before depositing ionic liquid. e) Overview of one of 9 holes of a heating chip. f ) The edge
of a large microdroplet (>10 µm) with NaAuCl4 before (top) and after (bottom) heating away
organic contamination at 150°C. The heating causes metal nanoparticles and smaller species to
accumulate along the edge on the inside of the droplet. g) A nanodroplet enriched to a high
concentration (estimated over 1 mol/L) of mono- and few-atomic species of Pt. The figure is
modified from our article.24

plasma sputtering gives a highly consistent and reproducible concentration per area, and
thus a more reproducible local concentration in the thinnest (<30 nm) volumes of liquid.
Furthermore, a significant amount of NaAuCl4 can react to form nanoparticles98 during
the initial pre-heating (30 min at 150°C, see figure 4.2f) required to remove the remaining
solvent and other organic contamination. On the other hand, plasma sputtering results in
neutral and less reactive metal atoms and few-atom clusters, which largely remain such
through the preheating. It has to be emphasised that so far in these experiments, we
have only been able to induce nucleation in a controlled and directly observable manner,
by plasma sputtering neutral Pt instead of using more reactive precursor ions. For this
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reason, all the results in sections 4.1-4.5 are from samples with sputtered Pt, while section
4.6 is with dissolved NaAuCl4 .
We have used both methanol and ethanol as a solvent for depositing the ionic liquid
onto the chip, with the main difference that ethanol resulted in much more organic
contamination (small amount of remaining solvent) to clear away by heating. Of the data
in this chapter, ethanol was used only for the nucleation of Pt in the suspended thin film
(section 4.2), and in experiments with Au (figure 4.2f, section 4.6), while methanol was
used for the rest of the data, nucleation of Pt in nanodroplets.
To observe atomic-scale nucleation, it has been essential to remove remaining solvent
and organic contaminants. For this, the samples were heated at 150°C in the vacuum
environment of the microscope for at least 20-30 min with methanol as the solvent, and
at least 90 min with ethanol as a solvent. However, this heating also evaporates most of
the thinnest volumes of ionic liquid, such as the suspended films (see figure 4.3). It is
therefore important to deposit significantly more liquid than what is seen in figure 4.2e
and 4.3, as the liquid films often burst during heating.

Figure 4.3: Suspended ionic liquid thin films (convex, estimated 20-50 nm thickness)
before a) and after b) heating at 150°C for 30 min. In this case there is too little deposited
ionic liquid, so more would have been needed to create suspended films after heating. A
larger amount of liquid with thickness in the range of 100-1000 nm, is needed to sustain
the initial heating. An amount similar to figure 4.2e is the minimum. The figure is
modified from our article.24
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Still, many of the thinnest films also burst afterwards during irradiation, and can also
solidify after long radiation exposure. The radiation dose threshold for solidification is
unknown, as the solidification of the ionic liquid has not been clearly seen in situ. There
are also charging effects on the ionic liquid (see figure 4.4). We do not understand this
charging well, as the liquid can behave erratically when irradiated. Generally the ionic
liquid gets attracted into the field of view at low dose rates. However, at higher dose
rates, above an unclear threshold, the liquid typically gets repelled instead. The exact
mechanism of how the electron beam causes the nucleation is not determined, particularly
as the radiation chemistry of the ionic liquid is not well studied, but the electron beam
can cause local heating and radiolysis, making species ionise or form radicals, and thus
affecting the reactivity of the chemical environment.98

Figure 4.4: Radiation and charging effects on two nanodroplets with bubbles. The dark
voids in the nanodroplets are likely bubbles formed from solvent (methanol) separating
from the ionic liquid due to the initial heating. a) Initial overview recorded at 25°C after
initial preheating (20 min at 150°C). b) After the area marked in blue was filmed for 100
s at high magnification, clusters have nucleated in the irradiated area (and to the left of it
due to the electron beam stabilising after fly-back for each line scanned during imaging),
but little nucleation is seen in unirradiated areas. Despite the high viscosity of the liquid
at 25°C, some amount of liquid has also been repelled from the irradiated area due to
charging, partially filling in the bubbles. c) After filming for 100 s in the area marked
in red at 70°C, due to the low viscosity (close to the melting point of 80°C), most of the
liquid got repelled from the irradiated area. Additionally, a large amount of liquid from
surrounding areas of the carbon film (and microdroplets) has been attracted towards the
irradiated area (also likely due to charging), now obscuring the nanodroplet. The figure is
modified from our article.24
With both solvents, there are frequently dark voids in the droplets (figure 4.4), which
we believe to be bubbles. These typically form in unirradiated nanodroplets after heating
above the ionic liquid melting temperature (80°C). Since these form only after heating
above the boiling temperature of the solvents, it is likely that they form from a small
amount of solvent remaining in the ionic liquid, which separates from the liquid due to
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the heating. In a few cases, the bubbles could be recorded to form during imaging, but
usually burst shortly after irradiation started, causing a visible flow of liquid and Pt to
fill the void. Since it is unknown what effect these bubbles would have on the nucleation
process, only data where no bubbles formed in the nanodroplets has been used here.
The thickness of ionic liquid films and droplets was generally estimated by comparing
the contrast of the liquid to that of the carbon support film on the Protochips Fusion
heating chips (see Keller27 supporting information. The C-film is known to be ca 15-20
nm). Furthermore, assuming a STEM Z-contrast104 depending on atomic number Z1.7∼2
and a mean interatomic distance of organic liquids up to 2 times that of crystalline Pt, we
can estimate an upper thickness of ca 40-60 nm of light elements (C, N, O, Cl in C-film
and ionic liquid), where the background signal will be as intense as 1 Pt atom, at which
point detecting individual Pt atoms is unreliable.

4.2

Homogeneous nucleation in nanofilms

Suspended films of ionic liquids are formed across pre-existing holes in the amorphous
carbon membrane (ca 15-20 nm) on Protochips Fusion heating chips, whose temperature
can be controlled by resistive heating in the microscope. Within a hole in the C-film,
there is typically a consistent liquid thickness, varying within a factor of two, yet in the
thinnest films of tens of nm, there are often variations in the local concentration of Pt by
multiple orders of magnitude, due to nanoscale confinement. In these nanofilms, we have
observed nucleation only in a few areas 10-100 nm in size with a locally high concentration
of monoatomic Pt, yet with few pre-existing nanoparticles. Such areas were identified at
low magnification by a brighter contrast compared to their surroundings. Two instances
of nucleation are shown and explained in figure 4.5. So far, only 4 such nucleation events
have been observed, all recorded as the ionic liquid was heated to 120°C, above its melting
temperature of 80°C, causing an observable increase in the mobility of the Pt species.
Considering that the Pt was dispersed as neutral atoms, and not as a reactive precursor,
the nucleation was made possible largely due to heating-induced high mobility and the
locally high concentration of atoms. The actual nucleation reaction is then triggered by
the locally reactive environment caused by the electron-beam irradiation.
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Figure 4.5: Images showing two Pt clusters nucleating in a suspended ionic liquid film
at 120°C. 0 s - Initially, in the top there is a pre-existing cluster of ca 30 atoms marked
yellow (Y). At the bottom there are two volumes marked in blue (B), with a high local
concentration of dispersed Pt atoms, both estimated to hold at least 20 atoms. 2.5 s
- In B, atoms from both volumes have formed a nucleus at an estimated size of 10-15
atoms. Another high-density volume of ca 20 atoms is marked red (R). 15.75 s - B has
now grown to ca 30-40 atoms in size. Meanwhile, R stabilises at an estimated size of ca
10-15 atoms, briefly showing a close-packed structure, and starts growing into a larger
cluster. In the insert, for comparison, is the model of a 13-atom fcc cuboid. The figure is
modified from our article.24

4.3

Heterogeneous nucleation in nanodroplets

Nanodroplets on the amorphous carbon film with typical diameters below 100 nm can
often be seen forming along the edge of larger microdroplets after a short bake-out of
the membranes that is needed to remove residual hydrocarbon contaminants. These
nanodroplets form due to the phenomenon known as the Coffee-ring effect.105 According to
this effect, as the heating causes a significant amount of liquid to evaporate from the edge
of the larger nanodroplets, this leads to a flow of liquid to the edge, and an accumulation
of metal species. This can be seen in figure 4.2f, where the heating has caused the droplet
to shrink and the edge of the droplet has withdrawn by ca 100 nm. This has caused the
droplet to leave behind a newly formed line of nanodroplets along the edge on the outside
of the droplet. Due to being enriched by the flow of liquid towards the edge, these newly
formed nanodroplets typically have a very high concentration of mono- and few-atomic Pt
species, yet have very few to none of the larger nanoparticles. The highest concentrations
of monoatomic Pt we have found so far, have only been seen in such droplets enriched by
the Coffee-ring effect. Though, we need to clarify that in this project we are not mainly
studying the nucleation of these nanodroplets, but rather that these newly formed droplets
are useful as nanoreactors for inducing and observing the nucleation of Pt clusters.
In the current data of nanodroplets ranging ca 20-100 nm in diameter, we can start to
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understand the nucleation process from direct observations. Recording at an acquisition
speed of 1 frame per second, we observe that the vast majority of the nucleation reactions
appear to happen as the Pt atoms become adsorbed onto the amorphous carbon-ionic
liquid interface (determined by the reduced mobility of Pt), as is expected from CNT.
During nucleation, the metal atoms stick to the interface, and thus move with a low
enough mobility that many individual atoms can be tracked. The heterogeneous nucleation
reaction we observe appears as a highly dynamic state, particularly reflected in the smallest
few-atom clusters which appear chaotic and disordered with a lack of consistent and
interpretable structures. An example of a typical such dynamic nucleation is given in
figure 4.6, showing a few-atom cluster nucleating near the edge of a small nanodroplet.
Despite this disorder, certain trends are apparent. There is no clear and sharp nucleation
threshold at a specific number of atoms, as clusters can be found of all sizes down to
two atoms. However, evidence of a nucleation barrier indeed manifests as these smallest
few-atom clusters are more unstable and likelier to dissolve than the larger clusters.
After the few-atom clusters have nucleated, as the clusters grow and coalesce, there
are two types of species forming from ca 1 nm in size and upwards. Primarily, disordered
cluster agglomerates, but also spherical nanoparticles, where the agglomerates have
formed vastly more often than the particles. An example of the formation of such a cluster
agglomerate is shown in figure 4.6b. These agglomerates appear similar to the recently
reported "cluster clouds",106 and form due to the very high nucleation rate of few-atom
clusters, where multiple clusters often nucleate less than 1 nm apart, coalescing shortly
thereafter. Though, we cannot conclude whether this is in fact the same phenomenon, as
it is difficult to compare given the limited resolution and lack of quantitative contrast in
this previously reported case.106 Other clusters are still mobile enough that they coalesce
into the agglomerates from a distance of several nm. The disordered structure of these
agglomerates is likely due to a strong interaction with the C-surface of the liquid-solid
interface, as sub-nm clusters on a C-surface (without liquid) near room temperature
tend to be disordered and largely 2-dimensional, like a liquid wetting the surface.7,20,107
Furthermore, the electron beam is also known to suppress crystallinity of small clusters.20
Even when observed over a long period of up to 15 min, these agglomerates densify very
slowly, and show a low degree of crystallinity.
Occasionally, the few-atom clusters can be seen to grow or coalesce into spherical
nanoparticles upwards of 1 nm in size. These are distinguished from agglomerates as
the more spherical 3D-shape of the particles gives a much brighter signal for the same
size as the more 2D-like agglomerates. Compared to the agglomerates, the spherical
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Figure 4.6: Experimental STEM images showing nucleation reactions in nanodroplets. a)
An example of a few-atom cluster nucleating from Pt atoms dispersed in a thin layer of
liquid close to the edge of a nanodroplet. From 3 to 6s - The atoms are gradually forming
a loosely connected cluster of 8-9 atoms. 7 to 8s - The cluster densifies into a higher
connected, more close-packed cluster. After nucleating, many atoms attach onto or detach
from this cluster, which gradually grows in size. In this period, the cluster briefly shows
multiple unstable structures, for example at 49s - a 12-13 atom icosahedral cluster, and at
100s - a 16-18 atom cluster with a close-packed core (likely hexagonal close-packed hcp or
fcc cuboctahedral). For more details of these two structures, see figure 4.10. b) Typical
formation of disordered agglomerates from multiple few-atomic clusters. 16s - First a few
atoms attach onto the liquid-solid interface. 61s - The high nucleation rate causes a high
density of few-atomic clusters to nucleate. 186s - Many clusters connect together forming
a disordered agglomerate. 464s - The agglomerate slowly grows and densifies. The figure
is modified from our article.24
particles form only rarely, and appear unstable, with a vast majority dissolving shortly
after forming. This leads to the above mentioned, highly dynamic nucleation environment
where metastable particles are continuously forming and dissolving. Examples of such
are shown in figure 4.7. Where the agglomerates appear to interact strongly with the
interface, the spherical particles interact less with the interface, and can be seen to more
dynamically move along it. The fact that this nucleation system has such a strong trend
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towards agglomerates forming instead of spherical particles, and that the particles tend to
dissolve, makes us assume that it is energetically favourable for the Pt clusters to interact
more closely with the interface instead of the liquid. As the spherical particles detach
from the interface shortly after forming and then start moving in the liquid, it becomes
more energetically favourable for the Pt to dissolve and reform as new clusters on the
interface.

Figure 4.7: Nucleation and dissolution cycles of ∼1 nm spherical clusters near the centre
of a nanodroplet (ca 20-40 nm liquid thickness). Clusters marked in red are dissolving,
green are newly nucleated clusters, while blue are persisting clusters. 8 to 16 s - The
cluster in the bottom right dissolved, and many of its atoms can be seen moving to an
area with multiple smaller few-atom clusters. 36 s - The addition of more atoms has
caused the multiple small clusters to nucleate into a single new ∼1 nm cluster. 60 s - The
new cluster starts dissolving, with atoms spreading to nearby clusters. A second cluster
(marked in blue) migrates towards the first cluster. 70 s - The second cluster also starts
dissolving, with atoms spreading to neighbouring clusters. 97 s - Atoms from the two last
dissolving clusters have caused another new cluster to nucleate, and nearby clusters to
grow significantly. The figure is modified from our article.24
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Quantifying nucleation in nanodroplets

At a certain upper limit in nanodroplet diameter, the thickness of the nanodroplet coincides
with the depth of field of the STEM electron probe. This can be seen when all the Pt
atoms in the nanodroplet are simultaneously in focus, such as for the nanodroplets in
figures 4.2g and 4.8. The finite size of these smallest nanodroplets enables us to start
quantifying the parameters of this nucleation system, by 1) calculating the depth of field,
2) estimating the volume of the droplet, 3) counting the number of atoms and newly
nucleated clusters in the droplet. The effective depth of field, ∆eff , can be approximated
to ca 7 nm from the experimental parameters of the microscope by equation 2.12. Then
assuming the height h of the droplet equals the depth of focus, we can estimate the volume
V of the (assumed approximately spherical) droplet, from the formula of a spherical cap
(equation 1.7), where the radius r = 10.97 nm is measured from figure 4.8b, which gives a
volume V = 1.51× 10−24 m3 . As the geometry of the droplet is now assumed to be known,
we can also calculate the wetting angle of the nanodroplet from equation 1.6, giving a
wetting angle θ = 65.2° for this small nanodroplet. Finally, the number of Pt atoms in
the droplet was counted to 731 (figure 4.8c), which gives a concentration of 4.85×1020
atoms/cm3 , equivalent to 0.81 mol/L. This appears realistic when compared to 6.64×1022
atoms/cm3 for solid Pt.

Figure 4.8: Quantifying the concentration of Pt in nanodroplets. This small nanodroplet
(ø = 21.9 nm) is used as reference for quantifying concentration. a) Initially, only a few
clusters are present. One close-packed cluster is magnified, and a model of a 6-atom
triangle is inset for comparison. b) Manual count of individual atoms (731 atoms, yellow)
pre-existing clusters (4, blue) and nucleated clusters (23, red). From this, the concentration
of Pt was estimated to 0.81 mol/L.
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Lastly, we can also estimate the nucleation rate in this nanodroplet. We can see
a continuum of clusters forming and dissolving, with sizes down to even two atoms.
Quantifying a nucleation rate is therefore dependent on the definition of a cluster, so as
clusters in the size range of 5-10 atoms appear more stable than smaller clusters, we here
define a nucleated cluster to be 5 or more atoms in close contact with each other for 10
consecutive frames (i.e. 10 s). Using this definition, comparing the 10 first interpretable
frames with the last 10 frames of the video used for figure 4.8, gives the count shown
in figure 4.8c, where 23 new clusters have nucleated, in addition to 4 clusters that were
present initially. As 23 new clusters formed during 100 s in the volume of 1.51× 10−24 m3 ,
this results in an estimated nucleation rate of 1.53±0.6×1023 m−3 s−1 . This is a very high
nucleation rate, 2-14 orders of magnitude larger than typically observed nucleation rates
of particles in liquid,108,109,110 and 10-15 order of magnitude larger than nucelation rates
for aerosol particles in atmosphere.111 Though, these conventional methods for measuring
nucleation rate are not directly comparable. These rely on optical scattering, and have
a lower sensitivity for detecting particles, with a minimum critical size of a few nm,
meaning they cannot actually see the initial nucleation process. Considering this, the
high nucleation rate that we observe is not surprising given not just the rapid depletion
of monoatomic Pt, but also the very low critical size of 5 atoms, as defined here for a
nucleated cluster. This means that many such few-atom cluster would have to coalesce to
form a single comparable few-nm particle. We believe the high nucleation rate in these
experiments are largely a result of three factors: 1) the typically very high concentration
of Pt in these nanodroplets, 2) the reactive environment caused by the electron irradiation,
and 3) a further increase in concentration (and thus supersaturation in equation 1.4) due
to electron beam charging repelling a significant amount of liquid from the droplet during
a nucleation experiment.
As we could quite precisely find the Pt concentration of this small nanodroplet in
figure 4.8, we can use this as a reference to estimate the concentration in other more
typical larger and comparable nanodroplets, and thus study how the concentration affects
the nucleation process. The three droplets shown in figure 4.9a-c were selected for the
best possible comparison, as they had a similar diameter of 35-45 nm, were formed along
the same microdroplet, and were recorded within an hour at 70°C, at the same electron
beam dose rate of 1.4×104 e·Å−2 s−1 for 100 s. At an estimated concentration well below
0.1 mol/L (figure 4.9a), only unstable pre-nucleation fluctuations were observed, but
no particles had formed after 100 s. Meanwhile, at 0.1-1 mol/L (figure 4.9b), largely
few-atomic sub-nm clusters had formed. At the highest concentrations, well above 1 mol/L
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(figure 4.9c), the high nucleation density caused the clusters to quickly form disordered
agglomerates. These three droplets were observed to be largely representative of other
droplets with similar concentrations.

Figure 4.9: Nucleation in three typical and comparable larger nanodroplets from the same
sample, but with different Pt concentrations. These three droplets were exposed to the
same heat treatment and radiation dose, with all droplets being recorded at 70°C for 100 s.
The order of magnitude of the concentration is estimated relative to the small nanodroplet
in figure 4.8. a) At low concentrations (significantly below 0.1 mol/L), no nucleated
clusters remain after 100 s recording, but several unstable fluctuating clusters can briefly
be detected. Four such are marked, where the three smaller dissolved after only a few
seconds, while the larger dissolved after 26 s. b) In a typical concentration, estimated
to the order of 0.1-1 mol/L, similar to the small droplet, the Pt forms a high density
of sub-nm few-atomic clusters. c) At higher concentrations, well above 1 mol/L, the
high nucleation density causes the clusters to rapidly start coalescing, forming disordered
agglomerates extending along the carbon surface.

4.5

Crystallinity of newly nucleated sub-nm clusters

Despite the high degree of disorder in the sub-nm clusters that nucleate, there is evidence
of crystallinity in the smallest few-atom clusters already immediately after nucleation.
Many clusters can be identified to briefly adopt highly symmetric and close-packed
structures. Some examples can be seen in figure 4.10. CNT models clusters below the
nucleation threshold as stochastic fluctuations, and although we observe clusters form
and dissolving, such a simple stochastic model is insufficient. Rather, there appears
to be many competing nucleation pathways, where various structured clusters appear
already at the few-atomic scale. The potential stability of such clusters is supported by
density functional theory simulations.33,34,35,36,37 However, there is no clear evidence of
any long-term stable structures among these newly nucleated sub-nm clusters in liquid
(in contrast to chapter 3), as higher time resolution and/or slower dynamics is needed
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to study these in greater detail. Furthermore, clusters in the estimated size range of ca
8-13 atoms often rapidly snap into a denser and more close-packed configuration, from a
loosely connected configuration, such as what happens at 6-8 s for the cluster in figure
4.6a. This clearly indicates that there is a size dependence of the nucleation process in
the sub-20 atoms range.

Figure 4.10: Examples of close-packed structures briefly appearing in newly nucleated
few-atom Pt clusters. Above are the processed experimental images and inset below is
from left to right, respectively, proposed atomic models, false-coloured simulated images
from the atomic models, and false-coloured experimental images for comparison. a) The
ca 10-15 atom cluster from figure 4.5c, which shortly after nucleating showed an fcc-like
close-packed structure. For comparison, is the model of a 13-atom fcc cuboid. b) The
cluster in figure 4.6a, which around 49 s has 12-13 atoms and shows multiple frames with
strong similarities to icosahedral structures. For comparison is a model of a 13-atom
icosahedron with 1 atom displaced. c) The cluster in figure 4.6a at 99 s, which with ca
16-18 atoms showed a close-packed core. This was likely structured as either hcp or fcc
cuboctahedral, where a 11-atom hcp model is shown as comparison. d) A likely 6-atom
triangle, which dissolved immediately after nucleating. e) A 9-11 atom cluster, which
showed multiple close-packed structures. For comparison is a 9-atom close-packed model.
f ) An 11-13 atom cluster which showed three icosahedral structures. For comparison is a
12-atom icosahedral model. The figure is modified from our article.24
Overall, these results stand in contrast to the recently reported two-step nucleation
mechanism, where first amorphous sub-nm clusters form, which then crystallise.112 Instead,
we observe a high degree of crystallinity very early in the nucleation process, such as
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in figure 4.6a, though this cluster is more disordered until 8 s. However, these sub-nm
clusters rapidly change structure, e.g. between 8, 49 and 100 s in figure 4.6a, and generally
so frequently that we cannot reliably track these structural changes at 1 fps. This provokes
a question into what can really be considered an amorphous sub-nm cluster; are reported
amorphous clusters truly disordered, or more like an ensemble of many rapidly changing
metastable structures, like a quasimolten particle?

4.6

Growth mechanisms of nanoclusters

In parallel to the nucleation experiments with plasma sputtered Pt, we have also performed
experiments with NaAuCl4 as a precursor salt for forming Au particles, mixed into ionic
liquids. These experiments were largely done by Debora Keller and are explained in
the articles "Formation of gold nanoparticles in a free-standing ionic liquid triggered
by heat and electron irradiation",98 "Atomic mechanisms of gold nanoparticle growth
in ionic liquids studied by in situ scanning transmission electron microscopy",27 and
"Atomic resolution liquid phase microscopy".95 In these experiments, a large amount of
Au monomers got depleted early, forming particles before we can observe them. And,
when observing volumes with many of these pre-existing particles, they consume most of
the remaining monomers growing in size, while preventing new nuclei from forming. This
has prevented us from observing nucleation of Au clusters at atomic scale, but instead
we have observed a variety of different growth mechanisms related to coalescence and
Ostwald ripening of Au particles down to ca 1 nm in size.27
Among these mechanisms, the particles often stretch out to initially form a few-atomswide bridge between the particles, enabling the particles to overcome the coalescence
energy barrier. Two examples of such bridge-induced coalescence are shown in figure
4.11. In the beginning of the image series of figure 4.11a (at 0 s), a two-atom thin bridge
between the two particles is formed. Later (at 2–3 s), the bridge broadens and the mass of
the smaller particle is gradually transported onto the larger particle via surface diffusion
of the atoms. The arrows at 25 s indicate that also a considerable amount of atoms is
transferred to the ionic liquid as single atoms or clusters. After the coalescence process,
the larger particle still has a protrusion in the area where the coalescence took place
(as indicated by the arrow at 6 s) until the particle has fully relaxed into a spherical
shape. The other example in figure 4.11b shows a bridge-induced coalescence, where
the transferred atoms are added very locally to a facet of the larger particle. After a
three-atom wide bridge has been established (after ∼6 s), single atoms and small clusters
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migrate from the smaller to the larger particle, where they form two new layers on the
surface (at 6.5 and 7 s, indicated by arrows). After completion of these layers (∼10 s), the
smaller particle moves slightly upwards to another particle facet and forms a contact area
to the larger particle, about 3 to 4 atoms wide. Eventually, most of the smaller particle’s
mass has merged into the larger particle’s, while a small fraction of the particle is left in
the ionic liquid as clusters and single atoms (25.5 s).
Amongst different bridge-induced coalescence events recorded, we observe that the
smaller particles migrate towards the larger ones and that the bridge is often formed and
interrupted several times before the coalescence is successful. Interestingly, we frequently
observe that the dissolving smaller particles often leave single atoms or small sub-nm
clusters behind in the ionic liquid (figure 4.11), instead of coalescing completely, which is
unexpected from theory (section 1.2). This appears to happen due to a collapse in the
smaller particle’s structure, leading to rapid coalescence reactions. This collapse could,
e.g., be induced by a structural instability of the particle, or by dipole forces due to the
relative particle orientation, or also by interruptions of the ionic liquid layers covering the
particle surface. However, further investigations are necessary to identify the main cause.
In general, such structural collapses are only observed for particles of 1.5 nm in diameter
or less. As it is known that the stability of gold NPs strongly decreases for particles below
5 nm in size, it seems reasonable that smaller particles collapse more frequently. Particles
smaller than 1.5 nm in diameter can even adapt a liquid-like state at room temperature
and therefore facilitate structural collapses (see e.g. figure 3.1 and19,113,114 ). It could be
that the dynamic liquid-like nature of these smaller clusters gives a low energy barrier for
splitting the cluster into smaller parts. In addition to their lower melting temperature,
small particles also experience stronger heating due to the energy release after particle
contact formation and surface energy reduction.115
Based on theory, the coalescence process is expected to proceed faster with an increasing
size difference of the participating particles.116 In our experiments though, and expectantly
under common synthesis conditions, the coalescence speed is dominated by experimental
factors such as gold precursor availability, ionic liquid droplet geometry and temperature.
The smallest particles are not always involved in a coalescence reaction, but in some
examples (see e.g. figure 4.11c) larger particles coalesce while smaller particles nearby do
not participate in the reaction. Based on simple thermodynamic considerations (CNT,
section 1.1), which would require a maximum reduction of the surface-to-volume ratio in
order to increase particle stability, these findings are surprising and unexpected. Therefore,
our results indicate that further factors, e.g. the particle structure, also need to be
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Figure 4.11: Bridge-induced coalescences where the smaller particle leaves behind a sub-nm
cluster instead of being completely consumed by the larger particle. a) Example of a
bridge-induced coalescence of two particles. The arrow at 6 s indicates the protrusion
formed after coalescence and the arrows at 25 s indicate single atoms which stem from the
dissolved particle and remain in the liquid after the coalescence. In b), an extraordinary
example of a bridge-induced coalescence process is shown, where the material transfer
from the smaller particle on the right to a specific facet of the larger particle on the
left, is trackable in detail. The arrows at 6.5 s and 7 s show the two layers which are
newly formed on the particle facet by the transferred material. In both of these examples,
instead of being fully consumed after nucleation, the smaller particles left behind many
individual atoms and a sub-nm sized cluster. These two image series have been modified
from Keller.95
considered in order to explain such complex particle growth phenomena in liquid phase.

4.7

Summary

In this chapter, we have directly observed the initial steps of nucleation reactions where
sub-nm clusters of Pt form from individual atoms of Pt dissolved in [BMIm][Cl] ionic
liquid. These nucleation reactions are induced in-situ in the TEM, initiated by the electron
beam irradiation. By heating the liquid, we could form suspended nanofilms (suitable
for homogeneous nucleation experiments) and carbon-supported nanodroplets (suitable
for heterogeneous nucleation experiments). Homogeneous nucleation appeared unlikely
to occur, with only a few nucleation events recorded, which is expected from the higher
energy barrier of homogeneous nucleation in CNT.
In contrast, nucleation is easy to induce in nanodroplets, with hundreds of nucleation
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events having been recorded during these experiments. In these nanodroplets, the nucleation largely occurs as heterogeneous nucleation on the ionic-liquid/carbon-support
interface. We observed that initially many few-atom clusters formed, which either redissolve or start growing and coalescing. In the vast majority of cases, the clusters grew
into disordered agglomerates of many clusters, which largely grew 2-dimensionally along
the solid-liquid interface of the nanodroplet. Some spherical particles also formed, but
they typically redissolved shortly after forming, with the atoms from the particles moving
to nearby clusters or nucleating new clusters on the interface. The concentration of Pt
in the nanodroplets had a large effect on the nucleation density and thus the final Pt
species forming after nucleation. We could estimate concentration and nucleation rate
in a typical nanodroplet, which had a concentration of 0.81 mol/L and a nucleation rate
of 1.53×1023 m−3 s−1 . Using this droplet as a reference, we could also estimate the order
of magnitude of the concentration in other nanodroplets. At the lowest concentrations
(«0.1 mol/L), no nucleated clusters remain at the end, but several unstable fluctuating
clusters can briefly be detected. In intermediate concentrations (0.1-1 mol/L), few-atom
clusters and some agglomerates form. At the highest concentrations (>1 mol/L), the high
nucleation density causes many disordered agglomerates to rapidly form. We can often
observe the newly-nucleated clusters to briefly form close-packed structures, matching the
fcc and icosahedral structures observed in chapter 3. However, there is little evidence of
any long-term stable structures among these, before the clusters have grown above ca 1
nm in size.
Additionally, in coalescence reactions involving small 1-1.5 nm Au clusters, at the
start of the coalescence, the smaller cluster often looses its structure, causing a rapid
coalescence event. This process tends to leave behind small sub-nm clusters in the liquid.
This appears energetically unfavourable according to CNT, but might be due to the
dynamic nature of these smaller clusters, making it possible to split up the clusters during
coalescence.

Chapter 5

Conclusions and outlook

5.1

Conclusions

In this thesis, I have demonstrated experiments for directly observing the initial steps
of nucleation of sub-nm Pt clusters. This was made possible by using atomic-resolution
scanning transmission electron microscopy optimised for fast scanning. The electron
beam dose was minimised while the recording frame rate was maximised, by using spatiotemporal and neural network denoisers, enabling restoring the quantitative STEM contrast
to see the dynamics of the cluster nucleation.
Experiments with carbon supported sub-nm Pt clusters (chapter 3), showed that an
amorphous-to-crystalline transition occurs at temperatures above 300°C. This enabled
proving the existence of the smallest possible crystalline nanoparticle seeds of cubic (Pt14 ),
cuboctahedral (Pt13 ) and octahedral (Pt6 ) geometries. We could assess the stability of the
crystalline clusters, which showed that the Pt clusters have a strong preference towards
fcc geometries. The most stable clusters exhibited cuboidal structures. This is in contrast
with established simulations, which strongly favour icosahedral clusters.
In experiments with monoatomic Pt dispersed in ionic liquid (chapter 4), we can
directly observe how such sub-nm Pt clusters nucleate. These nucleation reactions are
induced in-situ in the TEM, initiated by the electron beam irradiation. In suspended
nanofilms we observe homogeneous nucleation, though this is rarely observable, due to
the high energy barrier. In carbon-supported nanodroplets we observe heterogeneous
nucleation on the ionic liquid-carbon interface, which is easily induced due to the low
energy barrier. The nucleation in nanodroplets proceeds with first many few-atom clusters
forming, which either redissolve or start growing and coalescing into either spherical
particles or 2D cluster agglomerates (on the interface). The few-atom clusters often form
metastable close-packed structures, similar to the fcc and icosahedral structures observed
previously, but longer-term stability is observed first at ca 1 nm size. The agglomerates
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appear more stable than the particles, as the spherical particles typically redissolve shortly
after forming. This is likely due to the Pt preferring to stick to the interface, rather than
moving freely as particles in the liquid. The Pt concentration in the liquid had a large
effect on the nucleation process, with increased concentration increasing the nucleation
rate, with cluster agglomerates forming almost immediately at high concentrations.
These experiments show that we can directly observe the nucleation process, but much
work remains to understand the process. There are two main problems that remain:
1) Inducing nucleation by the electron beam is not a typical method of nanoparticle
synthesis, so an experimental system is needed that is more similar to typical synthesis.
2) Identifying the probable nucleation pathways leading to a stable nanoparticle.

5.2

Towards atomic scale nucleation in realistic chemical environments

To use STEM to observe atomic scale nucleation in a liquid phase, a very thin layer of
liquid (tens of nm) is needed. In this thesis, we have used ionic liquids to make this
possible (due to their low vapour pressure), despite these being uncommonly used in
chemical synthesis. The main alternative to ionic liquids for achieving resolution in liquid
is wrapping the liquid in graphene, to make graphene liquid cells. We have in this project
also recently managed to observe atomic scale nucleation of Pt in aqueous solution in
such graphene cells.117 However, this also comes with additional challenges in sample
preparation and electron beam irradiation causing leaks through the graphene. Another
good alternative might be to use glycerol instead of an ionic liquid, as it also has a
sufficiently low vapour pressure to be inserted into the vacuum of the TEM. Glycerol is a
more commonly used solvent in chemistry, and can for example be used for heat-induced
reduction of IrCl3 to form Ir nanoparticles. In preliminary experiments, I have been able
to make nanodroplets of glycerol, though compared to the [BMIm][Cl] used in chapter 4,
it still has a higher vapour pressure, and thus it is more sensitive to heating causing it to
evaporate in the vacuum.
Another discrepancy with these in situ experiments, is that nanoparticle synthesis
is typically done by mixing reactants to induce the synthesis. This is possible with
conventional liquid cell holders, but more challenging to do with thin enough liquid layers
to achieve atomic resolution. In initial experiments, Debora Keller has attempted to
add ionic liquid droplets with two different reactants mixed into different droplets, but
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these experiments have so far not been successful for mixing reactants in the microscope.
Controlled mixing of reactants in ionic liquid might be possible by separating the reactants
in different liquid phases in the ionic liquid droplets, by encapsulating the reactants in
micelles. It has previously been demonstrated that such micelles in ionic liquid can be
studied in TEM, and manipulated by heating and irradiation to split and fuse.118,119 It can
be imagined that in variations of these experiments, two different micelle solutions with
different reactant can be mixed into the ionic liquid. Then two neighbouring micelles with
different reactants are identified by spectroscopy, and then manipulated to mix, inducing
the nucleation. An additional possibility could be the recently demonstrated mixing of
fluids in patterned channels in graphene liquid cells.120

5.3

Simulating hypothetical nucleation pathways

This is a work-in-progress project that me and Marta Bon have been working on. It is
very clear from the experiments in chapters 3 and 4 that there is an enormous variety of
different structures that sub-nm clusters can form during nucleation. There is a limited
number of different ways a e.g. 3-4 atoms combine into a cluster, but for every atom added
to the cluster, there is a drastic increase in the number of hypothetical structures that
the cluster can form. Already in the range of 10-20 atoms there are essentially an infinite
number of hypothetical structures. However, nearly all of these are highly unfavourable
high-energy states, which are essentially impossible to form. Therefore cluster generation
needs to focus on finding the more energetically favourable structures. For single-element
solids, high-symmetry crystal structures generally have a closer packing and lower energy
than more disordered structures. So for a start, we have focused the cluster generation
on known symmetrical lattices such as icosahedral, bcc, hcp, fcc. From these lattices, we
generate a variety of clusters by the brute-force approach of adding and removing atoms
according to all the lattice sites of the symmetry. Due to the symmetry, this generates
many identical clusters, which can mostly be recognised by having identical energies in
DFT calculations. However, it does happen that different clusters coincidentally have
nearly identical energies, down to the numerical errors in the calculation. Additionally,
there are also chiral clusters, which do have identical energy despite having different
geometries. Therefore, we also use Marques’ algorithm for distinguishing different cluster
geometries from their atomic coordinates.121 This approach of adding and removing atoms
also gives an indication of hypothetical nucleation pathways, as it generates a network
graph of structures connected by adding or removing atoms. Though, these nucleation
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pathways are limited by not including sideways transitions, where atoms relocate or when
the cluster structure reconstructs.
Though, given the high dynamics of a chemically reactive environment, it is still likely
that a nucleation pathway explores many states that are not just the most energetically
favourable ones. Therefore, we still need an algorithm for generating cluster structures that
are not constrained by known symmetries, meaning it should be able to generate structures
with little-to-no symmetry. This could be done by e.g. Molecular Dynamics/Monte
Carlo simulations, but this has the disadvantages that it generates a large amount of
near-identical structures with insignificant geometrical differences (but slightly different
energies). So a better algorithm is also needed to filter out near-identical structures.
Additionally, for this approach it is harder to identify hypothetical transitions from one
state to the another.
Now, given that we would have a network graph of thousands of possible cluster
structures and possible transitions between the clusters, we can predict likely nucleation
pathways (e.g. starting from 2 atoms to the lowest energy 20-atom cluster), by calculating
path integrals over all possible nucleation pathways (however unlikely) between the two
clusters. This way, we can verify the hypothetical pathways, by looking for the intermediate
structures in the pathways in the experimental data. Finally, such a search through the
experimental data is best done by algorithms. We now conveniently have a dataset with a
large amount of atomic coordinates of cluster structures, which also serves as training
data for neural-network structure identification in section 5.4.

5.4

Neural network interpretation from experimental
2D images to 3D cluster structures

This is a work-in-progress project that Feng Wang and I have been working on. I have
explained in section 3.2 the method I have used to manually interpret select cluster
structures. However, this method is partially subjective and very tedious and timeconsuming, and I have only been able to analyse in such detail less than 1% of the data
recorded in this project. Realistically, to interpret nucleation pathways in the experimental
data, an efficient and objective algorithm is needed for automatic structure interpretation.
Such an algorithm has many challenges that are hard to define through conventional
image analysis algorithms, based on analytical mathematics or numerical methods. Some
examples of challenges are:
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• fluctuations in contrast from one frame to the next due to noise
• separating partially overlapping atomic peaks
• different structures that look similar/identical as a 2D projection
• separating three different types of dynamics (atom attachment/detachment, cluster
rotation, cluster reconstruction)
• rapid dynamics causes a cluster structure to only be seen in a single frame
Due to these challenges, structure interpretation is best done by neural-network machine
learning, as neural networks are typically good at learning unknown relationships in data.
Using a variation of a typical image classification network, such as Inception,122 is not
sufficient, since we cannot label all hypothetical clusters in advance.
A better idea is to train a neural network to upscale from experimental 2D images to
one or more suggested 3D structures. For this we need matching pairs of 2D simulated
images and 3D reconstructions. From the 3D atomic coordinates of clusters generated
in section 5.3, we can generate such training data of matching pairs of simulated 2D
projected images and 3D structures of thousands of clusters at thousands of random
orientations. The code we have made for generating this training data is given in section
C. Intuitively, this problem seems ill-defined, since to do such an upscaling, the neural
network has to ’imagine’ the missing 3rd dimension. However, similar 2D-to-3D upscaling
architecture have been published before, e.g.123 An illustration of our idea is given in
figure 5.1, which could for example be a generative adversarial network. However, the
design of the neural network is yet to be resolved.
In preliminary results from such an upscaling network (figure 5.2), we see that the
neural network can generate 3D structures, however the result is far from correct, and
much work remains for it to correctly infer the missing dimension.
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Figure 5.1: Illustration of our idea for a 2D-3D interpretation neural network. The
architecture could for example consist of a generator network which learns the 2D-3D
upscaling and a discriminator network compares the 3D reconstruction with the original
3D data, to assess the quality of the reconstruction.

Figure 5.2: Results from a preliminary 2D-3D upscaling neural network attempting to
reconstruct the 14-atom cuboid in figure 3.6, from a single simulated image. Reconstruction
in yellow, original model in white. a) Looking from the input orientation of the simulated
image, the result is very similar. b) After a 45° rotation, we see problems with the
reconstruction. The neural network has overfit far too many atoms, and the reconstructed
cluster is very different.
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Appendix A

Supplementary information for cluster
structure simulations

Details of the classical calculations
For the classical simulations, we compared two different embedded atom models (EAM)
in vacuum, able to capture the many-body nature of the metallic Pt-Pt interactions. In
particular, first we used the Sutton-Chen embedded atom potential (SC-EAM), chosen
because of its accuracy in reproducing Pt surface energies, fundamental in the description
of finite-size systems.92 The second EAM is the one developed by Foiles93 (Foiles-EAM),
which has already been used to model different metals at the nanoscale.124 We optimised
the geometries of each configuration, starting with the ones already optimised at the DFT
level.
In table A.1 we compared the stability of the Pt13 structures in vacuum, as obtained
with the Foiles-EAM and SC-EAM and at the ab-initio DFT/PBE+D3 level. Both
potentials predict different trends for the ones from DFT calculations, and in contrast
with DFT prediction, the lowest potential energy for the spherical icosahedral structure.
Furthermore, while both SC-EAM and DFT/PBE+D3 predict the hcp symmetry (in line
with experimental evidence) as metastable, the optimisation of the hcp with Foiles-EAM
leads to the icosahedral structure. From these results, it is clear that quantum effects are
important at this small size and a fully quantum mechanical treatment is needed.
Table A.1: Potential energies (relative to the fcc cuboid) of Pt13 in vacuum from geometry
optimisation calculations at DFT/PBE+D3 and classical/SC-EAM, Foiles-EAM levels.
All the energies are eV.
Geometry
fcc, cuboid
fcc, cuboctahedron
hcp, triangular orthobicupola
Icosahedron-like

SC-EAM
0.0
-1.99
-2.01
-4.36
72

Foiles-EAM
0.0
0.03
Not stable
-0.97

DFT/PBE+D3
0.0
2.76
2.25
2.80
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Details of the DFT simulations
DFT-simulations were conducted using the CP2K package.125 Valence electrons were
treated explicitly using the DZVP basis set,126 whereas interactions with frozen atom
cores were described with the GTH pseudopotentials.127 The charge-density cutoff for the
auxiliary plane-wave basis was set to 600 Ry, and the PBE128 was adopted as exchangecorrelation functional. The Grimme empirical correction scheme (DFT-D3)129 was used
to include the dispersion interactions (van der Waals attraction) essential in graphite,130
and in the description of adsorption processes. To be consistent in the comparison, these
were also adopted in the simulation of the free-standing Pt clusters (in vacuum).
Preliminary Test - cell optimisation and convergence of the supercell dimensions for bulk-graphite
Before conducting the ab-initio calculations of Pt clusters on graphite, we estimated the
system size at which the effect of Brillouin zone sampling tends to be negligible. For this
purpose, we tested the convergence of energy per atom with the supercell size, after a run
of cell optimisation. As shown in table A.2, this can be considered converged for supercell
sizes greater than of 4x4x2.
Table A.2: Convergence of the energy per atom with the supercell size for graphite (results
from cell optimisation at DFT/PBE+D3 level).
Supercell
1x1x1
2x2x2
3x3x2
4x4x2
5x5x2
6x6x2
8x8x2

number of atoms
4
32
72
128
200
288
512

Energy / Atom (eV)
-151.67
-154.11
-154.89
-155.08
-155.06
-155.05
-155.07
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Figure A.1: DFT-optimised geometries on graphite. a) Cuboid and b) mixed icosahedral/fcc optimised (DFT/PBE + D3) Pt13 configurations on the graphitic surface (seen
perpendicular to graphite surface).

Appendix B

Peak-of-histogram background
subtraction

This is a peak-of-histogram image background subtraction algorithm using Numpy/Python
available on Github.131 It calculates the histogram and subtracts the peak value from the
image. It is suitable for dark-field microscopy data, though was developed specifically
for dark-field scanning transmission electron microscopy images (STEM), but is likely
useful for lots of other images as well. This background subtractor has been essential for
all the data analysis in this project, as it results in a consistent background throughout
a video, despite growing carbon-contamination causing a time-gradient in the absolute
image intensity. This enables a more consistent separation of individual atoms from
background noise, and more consistent comparison of the quantitative STEM contrast
across different videos recorded at different beam doses and with different background
noise. This code reads/writes most common image formats (including tif image stacks)
using scikit-image, which can be installed using pip or conda:
pip install scikit-image
conda install scikit-image -c conda-forge
In addition almost all electron microscopy data can be read by Hyperspy,132,133 which can
be installed using Pip or Conda:
pip install hyperspy
conda install hyperspy -c conda-forge
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The python code for the Peak-of-histogram background subtraction algorithm is:
1
2
3
4

from numpy import argmax, histogram, zeros
import os, glob
from skimage import io
#from hyperspy.api import load

5
6
7

8

def peak_of_histogram(imgdata,individual_frames=True):
nbins = 100 #number of bins for the histogram, 100 should be precise
,→
enough
if len(imgdata.shape) == 2: individual_frames=False

9
10
11

12
13
14
15

16

if individual_frames == False:
#removes image background from peak of the entire image series'
,→
histogram
h = histogram(imgdata,bins=nbins)
hmax = h[1][argmax(h[0])]
subimg = imgdata-hmax
subimg[subimg < 1] = 1 #set negative and 0 values to 1 to avoid
,→
divide-by-zero errors in later processing
return(subimg)

17
18

19
20
21
22

23
24

25
26
27
28

elif individual_frames == True: #removes image background from each
,→
frame individually, using peak of the image's histogram
newstack = zeros(imgdata.shape)
for i,img in enumerate(imgdata):
h = histogram(img,bins=nbins)
hmax = h[1][argmax(h[0][1:])] # max of the histogram
,→
(ignoring the first bin of the histogram, e.g. black
,→
pixels)
subimg = img-hmax
subimg[subimg < 1] = 1 #set negative and 0 values to 1 to
,→
avoid divide-by-zero errors in later processing
newstack[i,:,:] = subimg
return(newstack)
else:
raise('"individual_frames" must be True or False')

29
30
31

32

if __name__ == '__main__':
filetype = 'tif'
#choose which filetype to apply the background
,→
subtraction
dir = r'path to folder with files'

33
34
35
36
37

os.chdir(dir)
files = glob.glob('*.'+filetype)
print(files)
for file in files:

Peak-of-histogram background subtraction
38
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name = os.path.splitext(os.path.basename(file))[0] #filename
,→
without the file extension

39
40

41

#if using hyperspy, replace the following two lines with the last
,→
three lines
imgs = io.imread(file)

42
,→

io.imsave(name+'_bkgrsubt.tif',peak_of_histogram(imgs,individual_frames=Tr

43
44
45

46

#s = load(file)
#s.data =
,→
peak_of_histogram(s.data,individual_frames=True).astype('uint16')
#s.save(name+'_bkgrsubt.tif', overwrite=True)

Appendix C

xyz2image - gaussian image simulation

This code is also available on Github.134
This script is for generating normalised Gaussian simulated annular dark-field scanning
transmission electron microscopy (ADF-STEM) images from input atomic coordinates.
For rapidly generating a large dataset, it approximates a contrast similar to multislice
simulated images by convolving a 2D Gaussian with the atomic coordinates. This is a
decent approximation for up to 10 overlapping atoms, as the contrast is linearly additive
for such thin lattices. Optimised for rapidly generating data with multiprocessing, so it
can generate millions of images per hour with a desktop processor.
Inputs .xyz files and outputs .tif images and compressed arrays (.npz) for fast save/load
data e.g. for machine learning. The input coordinates get blurred by a 3D Gaussian and
have the z-dimension flattened to make the 2d image. xyz2image.xyz2image converts just
one file, while xyz2image.folder converts all files in the folder.
Keep in mind, dimensions of the xyz coordinates, gauss_sigma and padxyz are all in
Ångström [Å].
Variables:
• ’folder’ is the folder path where to look for .xyz files (default: ’.’ meaning current
folder).
• ’gauss_sigma’ is the gaussian sigma (width) in Ångström [Å]. (default: 0.4).
• ’edgesize’ is the size in pixels of the output square image and voxel cube (default: 128).
• ’padxyz’ is the minimum padding (in [Å]) added around the atomic coordinate array,
adjusted to make the box cubic (default: 1.5)
• ’n_rotation’ is the number of randomly rotated images (and 3D representations) that
is generated for each xyz (1 means original orientation, while 8000 gives convenient
files of 10s of MB)
• ’n_stacks’ number of .npz stacks to be generated for each input file
• ’output_types’ which type of outputs are generated (enable by setting the different
78
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options to True)
• ’bitrate’ bitrate of output files (should be 8 or 16)
• ’binary_radius’ radius of atoms in binary_3d/binary_2d [pixels]
’frameshift’ and ’maxframes’ are for .xyz files with many frames:
• ’frameshift’ is which frame it starts reading from (default 0)
• ’maxframes’ is how many consecutive frames are read (default 50)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

import os, glob
import numpy as np
from ase.io import read
from scipy.ndimage.filters import gaussian_filter
from random import uniform
import tifffile as tif
import multiprocessing
from multiprocessing import Pool

9
10

11
12
13

14
15
16

17

18
19

20

21

22
23

24

25
26
27
28

########################
PARAMETERS
,→
###################################
class Parameters: #use an empty object to store parameters
pass
P = Parameters() # this object also becomes available to the subprocesses
,→
in the pool without being passed to xyz2image()
P.output_types = { #set True for which type of output you want
'coordinates_3d':True, #3D coordinates of the rotated cluster
'delta_3d':True, #binary 3D-array with 1 for atom center coordinates
,→
and 0 for rest
'delta_2d':False, #binary 2D-array same as the 3D, but Z-coordinate
,→
has been collapsed
'gaussian_3d':False, #delta_3d convolved with a 3D gaussian
'gaussian_2d':True, #Simulated image made by delta_2d convolved with
,→
a 2D gaussian
'binary_3d':False, #binary 3D-array with 1 for spherical atoms with
,→
radius P.binary_radius, and 0 for rest
'binary_2d':False, #NOT YET IMPLEMENTED binary 2D-array same as the
,→
3D, but Z-coordinate has been collapsed
'delta_2d_image':False, #delta_2d is also stored as a .tif stack
'gaussian_2d_image':False, #gaussian_2d is also stored as a .tif
,→
stack
'binary_2d_image':False, #NOT YET IMPLEMENTED binary_2d is also
,→
stored as a .tif stack
}
P.folder = r'.'
P.output_folder = './npz_stacks'
P.bitrate = 8 #output bitrate, 8 or 16
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33

34
35
36
37
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P.gauss_sigma = 0.4
P.edgesize = 80
P.padxyz = 0.3
P.n_rotation = 1#(1024)*8 #number of rotations in one .npz stack, 8k is a
,→
good compromise of speed/filesize/memory consumption
P.n_stacks = 1 # number of .npz stacks will be generated for each input
,→
file
P.frameshift = 0
P.maxframes = 50
P.binary_radius = 7
#[pixels] radius of atoms in binary_3d
P.xyzfiles = glob.glob('*.xyz')

38
39

########################
/PARAMETERS
,→
###################################

40
41
42
43
44
45

def load(filename):
# for loading numpy compressed ND-arrays (.npz) files
return(np.load(filename))

46
47
48
49
50

51
52

53

def xyz2image(file):
print(file)
fname = os.path.splitext(os.path.basename(file))[0] #gets the name of
,→
the file without the file extension
t = read(file,index=':')
t2 =
t[min(P.frameshift,len(t)-1):min(P.frameshift+P.maxframes,len(t))]
,→
#frameshift and maxframes are for handling if multiple frames in
,→
the .xyz file
,→
print(file,len(t2))

54
55

56
57
58

if not os.path.exists(P.output_folder): #make new folders if they
,→
don't exist
os.makedirs(P.output_folder)
if not os.path.exists(f'{P.output_folder}/{fname}'):
os.makedirs(f'{P.output_folder}/{fname}')

59
60

61
62
63
64
65

66

coordinates_3d_stack, delta_3d_stack, delta_2d_stack,
,→
gaussian_3d_stack = [],[],[],[]
gaussian_2d_stack, binary_3d_stack, binary_2d_stack = [],[],[]
for at in t2: #for handling if multiple frames in the .xyz file
del at[at.numbers == 6]
#delete carbon atoms
for rot in range(P.n_rotation):
if rot == 0: # P.n_rotation == 1: #keep the first frame at
,→
same viewpoint as the input xyz file
at.rotate(90, 'z')
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else: # random rotation

68

69
70

71

72
73

74

,→
at.euler_rotate(uniform(0,360),uniform(0,360),uniform(0,360))
atoms = at.get_positions()
atoms[:,0] -= min(atoms[:,0]); atoms[:,1] -= min(atoms[:,1]);
,→
atoms[:,2] -= min(atoms[:,2])
maxx,maxy,maxz =
,→
max(atoms[:,0]),max(atoms[:,1]),max(atoms[:,2])
maxxyz = max(maxx,maxy,maxz)
padx,pady,padz =
,→
(maxxyz-maxx)/2+P.padxyz,(maxxyz-maxy)/2+P.padxyz,
,→
(maxxyz-maxz)/2+P.padxyz
atoms[:,0] += padx; atoms[:,1] += pady; atoms[:,2] += padz;

75
76
77
78
79

edgemax = maxxyz+2*P.padxyz
voxsize = edgemax/(P.edgesize-1)
sigpix = P.gauss_sigma/voxsize
#print(file,' - ',len(atoms),at,', voxel size -',voxsize)

80
81

82
83

84
85
86

normatoms = np.round(atoms/edgemax*(P.edgesize-1)) #normalise
,→
the coordinate box
normatoms = normatoms.astype(int)
delta_3d =
,→
np.zeros((P.edgesize,P.edgesize,P.edgesize))#,dtype=bool)
delta_3d[normatoms[:,0],normatoms[:,1],normatoms[:,2]] = 1
delta_2d = np.zeros((P.edgesize,P.edgesize))#,dtype=bool)
delta_2d[normatoms[:,0],normatoms[:,1]] = 1

87
88
89
90
91
92

93
94

95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104

if P.output_types['coordinates_3d'] == True:
coordinates_3d_stack.append(normatoms)
if P.output_types['delta_3d'] == True:
delta_3d_stack.append(delta_3d)
if P.output_types['delta_2d'] == True or
,→
P.output_types['delta_2d_image'] == True:
delta_2d_stack.append(delta_2d)
if P.output_types['gaussian_2d'] == True or
,→
P.output_types['gaussian_2d'] == True:
gaussian_2d = gaussian_filter(delta_2d, sigpix)
gaussian_2d /= np.max(gaussian_2d)/(2**P.bitrate-1)
gaussian_2d = gaussian_2d.astype('uint'+str(P.bitrate))
gaussian_2d_stack.append(gaussian_2d)
if P.output_types['gaussian_3d'] == True:
gaussian_3d = gaussian_filter(delta_3d, sigpix)
gaussian_3d /= np.max(gaussian_3d)/(2**P.bitrate-1)
gaussian_3d = gaussian_3d.astype('uint'+str(P.bitrate))
gaussian_3d_stack.append(gaussian_3d)
if P.output_types['binary_3d'] == True:
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binary_3d =
,→
np.zeros((P.edgesize,P.edgesize,P.edgesize),dtype=bool)
for atom in normatoms:
y,x,z = np.ogrid[ -atom[0]:P.edgesize-atom[0],
,→
-atom[1]:P.edgesize-atom[1],
,→
-atom[2]:P.edgesize-atom[2] ]
mask = x*x + y*y + z*z <= P.binary_radius**2
binary_3d[mask] = True
binary_3d_stack.append(binary_3d)
# if P.output_types['binary_2d'] == True or
,→
P.output_types['binary_2d_image'] == True:
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106
107

108
109
110
111

112
113
114
115

116
117

118
119

120
121
122
123
124
125

output_stacks = {}
if P.output_types['coordinates_3d'] == True:
output_stacks['coordinates_3d'] =
,→
np.asarray(coordinates_3d_stack)
if P.output_types['delta_3d'] == True:
output_stacks['delta_3d'] =
,→
np.asarray(delta_3d_stack).astype(bool)
if P.output_types['delta_2d'] == True:
output_stacks['delta_2d']=
,→
np.asarray(delta_2d_stack).astype(bool)
if P.output_types['gaussian_2d'] == True:
output_stacks['gaussian_2d'] = np.asarray(gaussian_2d_stack)
if P.output_types['gaussian_3d'] == True:
output_stacks['gaussian_3d'] = np.asarray(gaussian_3d_stack)
if P.output_types['binary_3d'] == True:
output_stacks['binary_3d'] = np.asarray(binary_3d_stack)

126
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129

simulated_files = len( glob.glob(f'{P.output_folder}/{fname}/*' ))
#file_name =
,→
f'{P.output_folder}/{fname}/{str(simulated_files+image_index).zfill(8)}'
file_name =
,→
f'{P.output_folder}/{fname}/{str(simulated_files+P.n_rotation*len(t2)).zfill(8

130
131

if

any([P.output_types['delta_3d'],P.output_types['delta_2d'],P.output_types['gau
np.savez_compressed(file_name+'.npz',**output_stacks)
#these
,→
files can be loaded with np.load
if P.output_types['delta_2d_image'] == True:
,→

132

133
134

135

,→
tif.imsave(file_name+'delta_2d.tif',np.invert(np.asarray(delta_2d_stack).a
if P.output_types['gaussian_2d_image'] == True:

136

tif.imsave(file_name+'gaussian_2d.tif',np.asarray(gaussian_2d_stack))
#if P.output_types['binary_2d_image'] == True:
,→

137
138

xyz2image - gaussian image simulation
139

140
141
142
143
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def folder_parallellized(P): #runs all the .xyz files in the folder,
,→
parallelized with one file per thread
os.chdir(P.folder)
threads = multiprocessing.cpu_count()
with Pool(threads) as p:
p.map(xyz2image, P.xyzfiles)

144
145
146
147

if __name__ == '__main__':
for i in range(0,P.n_stacks):
folder_parallellized(P)

148
149
150

# npz = (load('00000012.npz'))
#
,→
print(npz.files,np.shape(npz['delta_3d']),np.shape(npz['gaussian_2d']))

Appendix D

Abbreviations

ADF

Annular dark field

Au

Gold

BF

Bright field

CNT

Classical nucleation theory

DFT

Density functional theory

DCNN

Deep convolutional neural network

EAM

Embedded atom model

EELS

Electron energy loss spectroscopy

fcc

Face-centered cubic

fps

Frames per second

GPU

Graphical processing unit

GAN

Generative adversarial network

HAADF

High-angle annular dark field

hcp

Hexagonal close-packed

MAE

Mean absolute error

MCNN

Multiscale convolutional neural network

PBE

Perdew–Burke-Ernzerhof

PGURE-SVT Poisson-Gaussian Unbiased Risk Estimator for Singular Value
Thresholding
Pt

Platinum

TEM

Transmission electron microscop(e/y)

SC

Sutton-Chen

SNR

Signal-to-noise ratio

STEM

Scanning transmission electron microscop(e/y)
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rate on atomic scale nucleation in liquid phase"
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• Talk: Gordon Research Conference - Liquid Phase Electron Microscopy (2020) Lucca,
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